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ABSTRACT
Shared Organizati onal Culture and Leader Communica tion:
A Study of Correlatio n
SMITH, Anthony F., Ed.D. University of San Diego, 1987
123 pp.
Director: Joseph C. Rost, Ph.D.
Considerab le literature has mounted concerning the
central theme of leadership .

The perspectiv e of this study

is that leadership inherently involves the process of
shaping and maintainin g a desirable organizati onal culture.
A critical means by which a leader shapes and maintains an
organizati onal culture is through effective and competent
communica tion.

The present study sought to explore the

relationsh ip between an organizati onal member's perception
of the communica tion competence and homophily of his/her
leader and the member's degree of shared culture, as
espoused by the leader.
Five hypotheses were advanced as well as five research
questions regarding the relationsh ip and predictive power of
the communica tion variables (encoding, decoding, and homophily)
on the degree of shared culture.

To test the hypotheses and

research questions, data generated from the Communica tor
Competence Questionn aire, the Homophily Scale, and a shared
culture instrument developed by the researcher were
subjected to correlatio n and regression analysis.

Thirty

subjects responded to the survey regarding the chief
executive officer of a major restaurant chain based in San
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Diego.
All but one null hypothesis were retained, which
indicates that the shared culture between the leader and
followers is not significan tly correlated with either the
leader's communica tion competence or the existing homophily
between leader and follower, or both variables collective ly.
The results did indicate that a leader's decoding competence is a statistica lly significan t correlate of the
followers' degree of shared culture.

The results also

indicate that encoding and decoding are highly correlary
and that all instrument s are highly reliable.

The study

concludes by presenting possible explanatio ns which
account for the results and implicatio ns, and considerations for future research.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
Introducti on
A young man might go into military flight training
believing that he was entering some sort of technical
school in which he was simply going to acquire a
certain set of skills.

Instead, he found himself all

at once enclosed in a fraternity .

And in this

fraternity , even though it was military, men were not
rated by their outward rank as ensigns, lieutenan ts,
commander s, or whatever.

The world was divided into

those who had it and those who did not.

This quality,

this it, was never named, however, nor was it talked
about in any way.

(Wolfe, 1979, p. 39)

For years, researcher s in the fields of business,
administra tion, political science, sociology, and communication have been attempting to discover and call their own
this mysterious it that is central to leadership .

Obviously,

those in the field of communica tion argue that the mysterious
it is simply the process of effective communica tion.
Whether the mysterious it is communica tion or not, one
would not argue that communica tion is essential in the

1
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leadership process.

Given that there is little consensus

among researcher s as to the exact nature of leadership ,
considerab le uncertaint y continues to mount concerning the
relationsh ip between cotr!.'"!11.m:L,-:ation and leadership .

Such

ambiguity has given way to persistent conceptual and
methodolo gical problems in the literature of the two genres
(Sigman, Sigman, & Husband, 1984).

Coupled with the new

trends, metaphors, and strategies of organizati onal
developme nt, the need for a sound understand ing of
leadership and communica tion has become intensifie d.
In the 1960s, decentrali zation was in vogue in management.

In the 1970s, corporate strategy became the buzzword.

Now, in the 1980s, corporate culture seems to be the magic
phrase (Salmans, 1983).

It has become evident that

organizati onal researcher s are beginning to transcend
traditiona l boundaries of organizati onal theory by recognizin g
organizati onal phenomena as cultural phenomena.

In turn,

this conceptua lization of culture has prompted interest in
the reconcept ualization of leadership and in a humanistic
concern over the interpreti ve sense-maki ng of organizing
and communica ting (Pacanowsk y, 1982).
Although much attention has been given to the notion
of organizati onal culture to date (Deal & Kennedy, 1982;
Frost, Moore, Louis, Lundberg, & Martin, 1985; Gudykunst,
Steward, & Toomey, 1985; Hickman & Silva, 1984; Meyer &
Scott, 1983; Peters & Waterman, 1982; Schein, 1985;
Sergiovann i & Corbally, 1984), there are no empirical
studies in the organizati onal communica tion or leadership
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literature that examined the relationsh ip of a leader's
ability to communica te and the phenomena of organizati onal
culture.

It appears that the majority of the scholars

simply assume that communica tion skills are an essential
component of leadership .

Given the centrality of leadership

and communica tion to organizati onal life, it would seem rudimentary to further explore these two variables in the context
of organizati onal culture.

Such exploratio n will also provide

insight into the pragmatic relationsh ip between a leader's
communica tion skills and the culture of the organizati on.
Although the significan ce of such a relationsh ip has been
implied and assumed, it has yet to be empiricall y tested.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this research is to investigat e the
relationsh ips among the shared organizati onal culture
between a leader and his followers and the followers'
perception s of their leader's communica tion competence and
homophily.

As Sigman et al. (1984) contended, the majority

of leadership studies have neglected the examinatio n and
considerat ion of the followers' perception s of their leader.
Indeed, without examining the followers' perception s of
leaders, one's understand ing of leadership becomes inherently
flawed.

Some may contend that perception s lack richness as

research data, but as Langer (1978) and Roloff (1981) have
suggested, perception s are critical and fundamenta l to the
understand ing of social relationsh ips and exchanges in
various contexts.

Even the foremost behavioris t B. F.
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Skinner did not ignore the importance of perception , but
like many behaviori sts, Skinner considered perception s
another form of behavioral response to some external stimuli
(Skinner, 1974).

Furthermo re, any analysis that examines

communica tion as a variable must consider the issue of perception, given that the process of communica tion itself is
principall y dependent upon people's perception s (Burke, 1969).
This research focuses on the chief executive officer
(CEO) and the top executives of a multimilli on dollar
restaurant chain to determine the extent to which the
followers' perception of communica tion competence and
homophily of the CEO correlates with the followers' degree
of shared culture as espoused by the CEO.

Although

several approaches to the study of leadership have appeared
in the literature (e.g., the trait approach; the situationa l
approach; the cognitive approach), the approach adopted in
this research is the transform ational/cu ltural approach.
Advocates of this approach would contend that the essence
of leadership is the shaping and developmen t of a desired
organizati onal culture which elevates followers to higher
levels of morality and motivation (Burns, 1978; Peters &
Waterman, 1982; Schein, 1985; Sergiovann i & Corbally, 1984).
Although there may exist several means by which a leader
could feasibly shape an organizati on's culture, it is the
belief of several scholars (Bennis & Nanus, 1985; Pacanowsky

& O'Donnell -Trujillo, 1982; Peters & Austin, 1985; Pondy,
1978; Schein, 1985; Siehl & Martin, 1984) that a leader's
ability to communica te effectivel y is necessary and
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requisit e to transform ing an organiza tion's culture.
Hypothes es and Research Question s
In consider ation of the foregoin g statemen t of purpose
which strongly implies that communi cation is an essentia l
element for leaders in the establish ment of a strong organizational culture, the followin g hypothes es were posited in
this study.
H :
1

The follower s' score of shared culture will not
yield a signific ant statisti cal correlat ion
(p<.05) with the follower s' percepti on of the
encoding ability of the leader.

H2 :

The follower s' score of shared culture will not
yield a signific ant statisti cal correlat ion
(p<.05) with the follower s' percepti on of the
decoding ability of the leader.

H3 :

The follower s' score of shared culture will not
yield a signific ant statisti cal correlat ion
(p<.05) with the follower s' percepti on of the
communi cation competen ce (encodin g and decoding )
of the leader.

H4 :

The follower s' score of shared culture will not
yield a signific ant statisti cal correlat ion
(p<.05) with the follower s' perceive d homophil y
with the leader.

H5 :

The follower s' score of shared culture will not
yield a signific ant statisti cal correlat ion
(p<.05) with the follower s' percepti ons of the
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communication competence and homophily of the
leader.
Four research questions were also posited to determine
the correlations existing between the various communication
variables.

A regression question was also posited to

determine the most significant predictor of the communication variables tested.
RQ 1 :

What relationship exists between communication
competence and homophily?

RQ 2 :

What is the relationship between encoding and
decoding?

RQ 3 :

What relationship exists between encoding and
homophily?

RQ 4 :

What is the relationship between decoding and
homophily?

RQ 5 :

What communication variable, independently or
collectively, will be the most significant
predictor of a follower's score of shared
culture?

Only the data generated from the instruments employed
in this study will determine the score of shared culture,
the followers' perceptions of the decoding and encoding
abilities of the leader, and the existing homophily between
leader and follower (see Appendices A, B, and C for samples
of instruments).
For clarification , Table 1 illustrates the variables
under investigation .

As Table 1 illustrates, the researcher

hypothesized that the perceptions of the leader's homophily
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Table 1
Hypotheses Table

Hypothesis

Measure

Analysis

H: The followers'
s!ared culture will
not correlate with
the leader's encoding competence.

la: The Communication
Competence Questionnaire (#1, 3, 5, 7,
8, & 10)
lb: The Shared
Cultural Value
Questionnaire

Pearson
product
moment
correlation
between la
and lb.

H: The followers'
s~ared culture will
not correlate with
the leader's decoding competence.

2a: The Communication
Competence Questionnaire (#2, 4, 6, 9,
11, & 12)
2b: The Shared
Cultural Value
Questionnaire

Pearson
product
moment
correlation
between 2a
and 2b.

H: The followers'
sdared culture will
not correlate with
the leader's communication competence
collectively.

3a: The Communication
Competence Questionnaire
3b: The Shared
Cultural Value
Questionnaire

Pearson
product
moment
correlation
between 3a
and 3b.

H: Th~ followers'
sfiared culture will
not correlate with
the homophily of
the leader.

4a: The Homophily
Scale
4b: The Shared
Cultural Value
Questionnaire

Pearson
product
moment
correlation
between 4a
and 4b.

H: The followers'
sRared culture will
not correlate with
the communication
competence and
homophily of the
leader collectively.

Sa: The Communication
Competence Questionnaire
Sb: The Homophily
Scale
Sc: The Shared
Cultural Value
Questionnaire

Pearson
product
moment
correlation
between Sa
and Sb collectively
and Sc.
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and commun ication compete nce directl y relate to the shared
organi zationa l culture of each partici pating member , both
collect ively and individ ually.
The depend ent variabl e in this study is the score of
the follow ers' shared culture .

The score of shared culture

is determ ined by the follow ers' respons es on a rating scale
to the cultura l elemen ts (values , vision, purpose , metaph ors,
etc.) espouse d by the leader (Appen dix A).

The indepen dent

variabl es in this study are the follow ers' percep tions of
the leader 's (a) encodin g compet ence, (b) decodin g compet ence,
and (c) the followe rs' perceiv ed homoph ily with leader.
The compete nce scores are determi ned by the Commu nicator
Compet ence Questio nnaire (Appen dix B), and the homoph ily
scores are determi ned by the homoph ily questio nnaire
(Appen dix C).
Defini tion of Terms
To avoid ambigu ity, which is likely given the concep ts
employe d in this study, the followi ng definit ions are
operati onal in this researc h.
Leader ship.

Althoug h this study has not been designe d

to study leaders hip per se, it is designe d to study a
particu lar aspect of leaders hip as represe nted by one leader.
The definit ion of leaders hip used in this study reflect s
both Burns's (1975) delinea tion of transfo rmation al
leaders hip and Schein 's (1985) descrip tion of culture
shaping leaders hip.
Transfo rming leaders hip, accordi ng to Burns (1975),
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"occurs when one or more persons engage with others in such
a way that leaders and followers raise one another to higher
levels of motivation and morality" (p. 20).

This process

of transformatio n is accomplished in part by the establishment and adherence to an organizationa l culture which
promotes such motivation and morality.

As Schein (1985)

suggested, ''the unique and essential function of leadership
is the manipulation of culture" (p. 317).

In Rest's (1985b)

delineation of transforming leadership, he stated that the
first and overwhelming point concerning transformatio nal
leaders is that they "shape the culture of the organization
to make it do the job they have in mind" (p. 5).

More

specifically, Rost argued that within their organizations ,
transforming leaders develop a vision, shape values, lead
by example and education, are concerned about future
generations, and finally they create institutional purpose
that is customer centered.

Given the transformatio nal and

culture approaches, leaders can be viewed as individuals
who, through the manipulation of culture, raise followers
to higher levels of motivation and morality.
Shared culture.

This term refers to the degree to

which the organizationa l members' beliefs and behaviors
reflect the cultural elements as espoused by the leader.
The operational model of organizationa l culture parallels
that of Deal and Kennedy (1982) which incorporated such
elements as values, vision, and purpose, as well as other
elements such as norms, metaphors, and slogans.
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Communication competence.

The ability to send messages

effectively (encoding) as well as receive and respond to
messages effectively (decoding) is the operational definition
of communication competence.

These two factors, considered

independently and collectively, will provide the basis for
researching communication competence (Monge, Bachman, Dillard,
& Eisenberg, 1981).

Homophily.

Homophily refers to the perceived similarity

of an organizationa l member to the leader in reference to
attitude, value, background, and appearance (Mccroskey,
Richmond, & Daly, 1974).
Relevance to Leadership
As Burns (1978) has suggested, "Leadership is one of
the most observed and least understood phenomena on earth"
(p. 2).

The phrase least understood has plagued.resea rchers

for decades and the generation of studies on leadership has
not declined.

It does appear, however, that some consensual

agreement is beginning to emerge.

For instance, scholars

do seem to agree now that organizations do form cultures,
and it is the task of the leader(s) to shape and maintain a
desirable culture.

There also appears to be agreement in

that a principle means of shaping culture is the communication
of the values and beliefs of the organization to the
members of that organization in a compliant manner.

Given

these two fundamental agreements, it would appear that the
means of leadership are essential to the partial ends of
leadership, or that a leader's communication competence and
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homophily are essential to the process of shaping organizational culture.

Thus, one could assume that the

communication competence and homophily of a leader and the
degree of shared culture of organizational members are three
salient variables in the studyr understanding, and practice
of leadership.

As Porter and Roberts (1976) argued a decade

ago, organizational communication and leadership studies
have suffered from a lack of ties to specific organizational
variables, such as the degree of shared culture.

Therefore,

the central purpose of this research is to take the implied
relationship of communication and leadership, which dates
back to Chester Barnard (1938), and empirically test the
degree to which a leader's communication competence impacts
the degree to which the fo:lowers share the espoused culture
of the leader.
Organization of the Dissertation
In examining the relationship between organizational
culture and the impact of a leader's communication competence, the second chapter of this dissertation presents a
review of the literature in the areas of leadership,
organizational culture, communication competence, and
homophily.

The third chapter describes the design and

methodology employed in the study.

Also included in this

chapter is a description of the organization and individuals involved within the study.

Some background information

on the various questionnaires is also presented.

Chapter

four presents the results of the statistical analysis,
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including the reliability of the instruments, the correlation coefficients, the regression equations, and a
graphic representation of the findings.

Chapter five

concludes the dissertation by presenting a discussion and
interpretation of the results as well as delineating the
implications and recommendations for theoretical and
pragmatic purposes.
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CHAPTER TWO
A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
The purpose of this review is to discuss relevant
literature pertaining to the various topics under investigation.

The review begins with the topic of leadership

which is followed by those of organizationa l culture,
communication competence, and homophily.

The review of

leadership literature is the most extensive given that it
incorporates literature regarding organizationa l culture
and communication .

The chapter ends with a brief integration

of the research and a model illustrating the hypothesized
relationship of the variables under investigation .
Literature Survey
Leadership
Historically, the concept of leadership has been
operationaliz ed within a variety of theoretical frameworks
(Bass, 1981; Kellerman, 1984; Rosenbach & Taylor, 1984).
This diversity has contributed to both the richness and
ambiguity within the leadership literature.

Although

leadership remains a confusing phenomenon, there is a
consensus beginning to emerge that suggests leadership is
a transforming process which shapes and guides the culture

13
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of a given organization.
Burns (1978) provided the foundation of transformatio nal
leadership by stating that "Transformati onal leadership
occurs when one or more persons engage with others in such
a way that leaders and followers raise one another to higher
levels of motivation and morality" (p. 20).

Unlike previous

views of leadership (trait approach, situational approach,
great man theory, etc.), Burns's view and description of
transformatio nal leadership incorporates an element of
morality and contends that transforming leaders seek to
raise the moral aspirations of followers by addressing
themselves "to [the] followers' wants, needs, and other
motivations, as well as their own, and thus serve as an
independent force in changing the makeup of the followers'
motive base through gratifying their motives" (p. 20).
Although the needs and wants of the followers may not be
initially congruent with the leader's, the transformatio nal
process, initiated by the leader, will ultimately fuse the
two incongruent parties into a mutually bonded relationship
where both "continuously transform each other and the
organization to higher levels of motivation and performance
based on higher standards of moral and ethical conduct"
(Rost, 1985a, p. 5).

The means by which leaders accomplish

such transformatio n is not as clear as the ends, as
described by Burns and Rost.

However, as Rost suggested,

transforming leaders do shape the culture of the
organization to accomplish the desired ends of transformation.

Several core components of the organization' s
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culture must be considered by the transforming leader.
A central concern for a transforming leader must be
the component of core values for the organization.

As

Deal and Kennedy (1982) contended, "Values are the bedrock
of any corporate culture.

As the essence of a company's

philosophy for achieving success, values provide a sense of
common direction for all employees and guidelines for their
day-to-day behavior" (p. 21).

Hofstede (1984) explained

that values are "a broad tendency to prefer certain states
of affairs over others" (p. 18).

Deal and Kennedy also

suggested that organizations only succeed because the
members of the organization identify, embrace, and act on
the values of the organization.

Moreover, values become a

reality in the minds of most organizational members which
in turn define the fundamental character of their organization.

Beyer (1981) contended that the values and ideology

embedded within an organization emerge through the exercise
of leadership.

Peters and Austin (1985) explained that

transforming leaders are, above all else, value shapers.
The transformational leader is in many ways similar to what
Selznick (1957) described as the institutional leader:
The formation of an institution is marked by the making
of value commitments, that is, choices which fix the
assumptions of policy makers as to the nature of the
enterprise, its distinctive aims, methods and roles .
. . . The institutional leader is primarily an expert
in the promotion and protection of values.

Institutional

survival, properly understood, is a matter of
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maintaining values and distinctive identity.

(pp. 28,

152-153)
Thus, the shaping of organizationa l values can be seen as
central to the success of transformatio nal leadership.

As

Rost (1985a) concluded, transformatio nal leaders influence
organizationa l members' behaviors, thoughts, relationships ,
and ultimately the products by shaping the values of the
organization.
The second component of culture which the transforming
leader shapes is the vision of the organization.

Naisbitt

and Aburdene (1985) suggested that:
A successful corporate vision links a person's job with
his or her life purpose and generates alignment--th at
unparalleled spirit and enthusiasm that energizes
people in companies to make the extra effort to do
things right--and to do the right thing.
makes a corporation uncommonly successful.

That is what
(p. 27)

Furthermore, Naisbitt and Aburdene (1985) argued that
a corporate vision serves not only as an organizing principle
but the catalytic force underlying every function in the
organization.

Rost (1985a) emphasized that organizationa l

vision is much more than an ordinary picture of the
organization.

The vision of the organization transcends

purpose with higher moral and ethical standards which become
the cause of and drive the organization.

Corporate vision

essentially becomes the guiding light for the organization
and its members.

Without such a vision, not only will the

organization perish, but so too will the transforming
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leader.
The third core component of an organizati on's culture
is the purpose or mission.

Selznick (1957) stated that:

The inbuilding of purpose is a challenge to creativity
because it involves transformi ng men and groups from
neutral, technical units into participan ts who have a
peculiar stamp, sensitivit y, and commitmen t.

This is

ultimately an educationa l process . . . • The art of the
creative leader is the art of institutio n building, the
reworking of human and technologi cal materials to
fashion an organism that embodies new and enduring
values.

(p. 28)

Although organizati onal values are what lie at the heart of
any organizati on, it is the purpose and mission that propel
that organizati on to a desired end state.

As Sergiovann i

(1984) asserted, leaders working within the cultural
perspectiv e consciousl y work to build unity, order, and
meaning within the organizati on as a whole by "giving
attention to organizati onal purposes

which define the

way of life in the organizati on for purposes of socializat ion
and obtaining compliance " (p. 9).
When one considers the means by which transforma tional
leaders shape the values, vision, and purposes of an
organizati on, it becomes apparent that one of the means
leaders use is effective communica tion that directs and
responds to the needs and wants of the followers.

As

Zaleznik (1983) argued, it is with an imaginativ e capacity
and the ability to effectivel y communicat e that leaders are
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able to reform the individual goals and desires of
followers into a raised state and broader world view.
McCoy (1985) argued that effective communica tion not only
encourages a proper understand ing of the corporate culture,
but it also provides an awareness that "provides the means
for developing ownership of corporate values, commitment to
its culture, and loyalty to the corporate community" (p.
207).

Rost (1985a) also argued that transforma tional leaders

teach and communica te their values by embodying them in the
myriad and isolated events of every day.
They articulate their values in memos, speeches,
conference s with followers, meetings, retreats, and
ceremonial occasions.

Their actions speak loudly

because they do their values; they live them in everything that they do.

They understand the symbolic

importance of what they do and say, and they communica te
their values in very deliberate ways by their words
and actions.

(pp. 7-8)

According to Peters (1983), transformi ng leaders
communica te their vision by living it before it becomes a
reality in the organizati on.

Leaders also communica te

their vision and purpose in such a way that meaning is
fostered throughout the organizati on.

As Bennis and Nanus

(1985) articulate d, meaning is establishe d in the organization through the effective means of communica tion.

"The

managemen t of meaning, mastery of communica tion, is
inseparabl e from effective leadership " (Bennis & Nanus,
1985, p. 33).

More specifical ly, transformi ng leaders
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articulate their values through special language and jargon,
typically employing metaphors and symbols (Edelman, 1977;
Hirsch, 1980); organizati onal stories and scripts (Martin,
1982; Wilkins, 1978); rituals and ceremonies (Deal &
Kennedy, 1982; Gephart, 1978); physical arrangemen ts such
as dress and decor (Peters & Waterman, 1982; Pfeffer, 1981);
and particular ly through deliberate interactio n with
organizati onal members (Siehl, 1985).

Sergiovann i (1984)

contended that the interactiv e process of leadership can be
viewed as cultural expression .

"When leadership skills,

anteceden ts, and meanings are successfu lly articulate d into
practice, we come to see leadership as less a behavioral
style or managemen t technique and as more a cultural
expression " (Sergiovan ni, 1984, p. 111).

Similarly, Bennis

(1984) suggested that leadership is manifested in terms of
vision, purpose, and values and other aspects of organizational culture that are brought forth through the
interactiv e process.

It is within this interactiv e process

that transforma tional leaders externaliz e their assumption s
and embed them gradually and consisten tly in the values,
vision, and purpose of the organizati on (Schein, 1985).
Although some scholars generally assert that leadership
is the changing and renewing of organizati onal culture
(Bennis & Nanus, 1985; Hickman & Silva, 1984; Peters

&

Austin, 1985; Peters & Waterman, 1982; Schein, 1985;
Sergiovann i & Corbally, 1984), others have specifical ly
implied that the essence of transformi ng leadership is the
manipulati on and deliberate control of language which
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directs the organization's culture to a desired end
(Pondy, 1978; Smircish & Morgan, 1982).

It is through

this manipulation of language that leaders provide pictures
(Weick, 1983) and create symbols and myths (Pettigrew, 1979)
in an attempt to form a desired organizational culture.
Thus, the shared symbols and meanings, constituted communicatively, may be considered the actual organizational
culture (Gudykunst, Steward, & Toomey, 1985).
In summary, the literature regarding transformational
leadership suggests that the process of leadership is a
complex and sophisticated phenomenon.

As noted, however,

there is a consensus beginning to emerge that contends that
the process of transformational leadership is one which
primarily focuses on the elevation of the follower's
morality and motivation.

This elevation of followers, as

well as the leader, is accomplished through several means,
but in particular, by effective communication of values,
vision, and purpose.

This communication process is one of

education and example that draws upon the use of stories,
metaphors, specialized language, and other symbolic means
to establish an organizational culture which continues to
foster moral and motive transformation.
Organizational Culture
The notion of organizational culture is rooted in both
anthropology and sociology.

For years, anthropologists

emphasized the close description of relatively small, remote,
and self-contained societies (Van Maanen & Barley, 1985).
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Descriptiv e details are organized as ethnograph ies wherein
the presence of culture is displayed by language, rituals,
taboos, codes, rites, symbols, standards of behavior, and
moral codes shared by members.

As Van Maanen and Barley

(1985) further argued, "Culture is cast as an all-embrac ing
and largely taken-for- granted way of life shared by those
who make up the society" (p. 32).

Thus, these foundation s

of action can also be seen as present in organizati onal life.
In the early 1980s, the notion of organizati onal
culture began to flourish as a means to study organizati ons
and communica tion within the organizati onal context.

Aided

by such best sellers as Corporate Culture (Deal & Kennedy,
1982) and In Search of Excellence (Peters & Waterman, 1982),
the focus of culture has been widely accepted in both
academic and business communitie s.

Schein (1985) argued

that the term culture should be restricted to basic
assumption s and beliefs that are shared by members of an
organizati on.

Van Maanen (1979) suggested that central to

the notion of culture are observed behavioral regulariti es
which revolve around language.

The dominant values and

purposes of an organizati on are also viewed as central to
the concept of organizati onal culture (Deal & Kennedy, 1982).
Symbols have also been an area of interest to many organizational researcher s.

Pfeffer (W81b) noted that the use 0£

symbols is critical in the exercise of power.

Pacanowsky

and O'Donnell -Trujillo (1982) asserted that when organizational members "talk, sing, fake an illness, exchange
symbols, they are communica ting; and they are constructi ng
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their culture" (p. 123).

Mitroff and Kilman (1976)

suggested that organizationa l culture is constructed through
the use of stories and myths, or, as Bormann (1983) termed
it, organizationa l sagas.

Morgan (1980) asserted that the

concept of culture "draws attention to the symbolic aspects
of organizationa l life, and the way in which language,
rituals, stories, nyths, etc., embody networks of subjective
meaning which are crucial for understanding how organizational realities are created and sustained" (p. 616).
Salmans (1983) added a self-identifi cation element, defining
culture as "the amalgam of beliefs, mythology, values and
rituals that, even more than its products, differentiate s
it from other companies" (p. 1).

Concurring with Salman's

definition, Pettigrew (1979) defined culture as "an
amalgamation of beliefs, ideology, language, ritual, and
myth that we collapse into the label of organizationa l
culture" (p. 572).
Although organizationa l culture has been described in
terms of language and symbols, one should not underestimate
the significance of an organization 's culture.

In their

discussion of organizationa l culture, Wharton and Worthley
(1981) stated that all organizations have a culture that
affects individual and group behavior in a predictable way:
To the extent that this culture affects behavior, it
will determine perceptions of what the organization
really is, what its prospects for success are, and who
counts.

Where the culture is well defined and

articulated, individual expressions about the
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organization and its members are suppressed.

The

pressure is in favor of the individual supporting the
norms and beliefs of the culture rather than voicing
beliefs that run counter to the culture.

(pp. 357-

358)
Although the concept of culture is somewhat intangible,
its significant impact on organizationa l behavior cannot be
overlooked.

As Nieburn (1973) argued several years ago,

Culture and its parts [values, vision, and purpose]
are abstractions, but are also tools that man grasps
in dealing with his life and times.

Therefore, it

embodies a strong reality principle that endows whatever passes for truth with the incandescence of
significance and legitimacy.

(p. 38)

In this sense, one can see the significance of the culture
of an organization, particularly if one combines the previous
description with the findings of a study conducted by
Margulies (1969) which supported his hypothesis that key
organizationa l culture elements (values, vision, and purpose)
are related to the degree of self-actualiz ation of the
members of the organization.

In other words, the more moral

and ethical the values are of an organization, the greater
the likelihood will be that the members of the organization
will also be moral and ethical.

Given this argument, one

should be able to clearly see that the manipulation of an
organization 's culture carries with it tremendous
responsibilit y and consequences.

Although an individual's

values, morals, and ethics impact the culture of an
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organization, the collective culture of an organization
stands to impact the individual more significantly (in the
context of the organization) given the sheer influence of
number and size.

In an extensive description attempting to

establish a relationship between organizational members and
culture, Evan

(1974) concluded that "the underlying

assumption of our organizationally relevant model of culture
is that an appreciable amount of the variance in the
behaviors and performance of organizational members is
accountable by cultural variables, such as values, purpose,
and vision" (p. 14).
By examining the culture of an organization, tremendous
insight into the individuals and the leadership of the
organization can be achieved.

As Smith and Steadman (1982)

contended, by examining organizational culture, one is able
to identify recurrent values and purposes impacting the
organizational leadership and decision making process.
Hence, the organizational culture approach appears to be an
appropriate framework for examining leadership and communication effectiveness.

As Smith and Steadman (1982) concluded,

"As it does in all cultures, tradition plays an important
role in maintaining corporate cultures.

But corporate

cultures are more circumscribed, more easily altered, and
more manageable than the cultures of society" (p. 74).

As

indicated in the literature, organizational cultures can be
viewed as manageable and leadable phenomena; they can be
significantly impacted by effective communication exemplified
by the leader at any discrete level of the organization.
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Given the complexity and pervasiveness of culture, it would
be ludicrous to attempt to study the culture of an organization comprehensive ly; furthermore, it would be just as
ludicrous for a leader to attempt to impact and transform an
organization 's culture completely.

Thus, the researcher and

leader alike must concentrate on the values, vision, and
purpose of the organization in order to understand and impact
the organization 's culture with any probability of success.
The organizationa l culture metaphor has become quite
popular in the leadership and administrativ e sciences.
Although there exist differences in definitions, one would
not argue that an organization 's culture significantly impacts the beliefs and behaviors of the organizationa l members.
The view being developed here extends on this concept and
advances that an organization' s culture is influenced by
leadership within the organization.

Thus, it becomes the

task of the transformatio nal leader to impact the organization's culture in terms of morality and motivation through
the process of communication .

Pacanowsky and O'Donnell-

Trujillo (1983) summarized this view as follows:
Not only are organizationa l cultures manipulated and
transformed by communication , but cultures also come
into being through various processes of communication .
Therefore, one strength of the organizationa l culture
position is its invitation--o r more accurately, its
directive--to observe, record, and make sense of the
communicative behavior of the organizationa l members
and [its leaders].

(p. 129)
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Communica tion Competence
The importance of communica tion competence and an
explicatio n of the functions of communica tion within an
organizati on can be traced to the writings of Chester
Barnard (1938), who concluded that the first function of
the executive is to develop and maintain a system of
effective communica tions.

The deliberate analysis of

communica tion competence was first addressed in linguistic
and sociolingu istic circles.

The linguist who had the

greatest impact on the concept of communica tion competence
was Noam Chomsky, who is best noted for his work with
transforma tional grammar.

Chomsky's (1965) notion of

communica tion competence was a parsimonio us one:

"Competenc e

is the speaker-h earer's knowledge of his language" (p. 4).
As Chomsky argued,
The speaker is ideal--an autonomous individual in a
completely homogeneou s speech community, who knows its
language perfectly and is unaffected by such
grammatic ally irrelevant conditions as memory limitations, distractio ns, shifts of attention and interest,
and errors (random or character istic) in applying his
knowledge of the language in actual performanc e.
(p. 3)

Chomsky separated competence , which he argued was the
proper domain of linguistic inquiry, from performanc e, which
he placed outside of the domain of linguistic theory and
investigat ion (Chomsky, 1967).
In 1972, Hymes criticized Chomsky's conceptua lization
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of competence for its theoretical and pragmatic weaknesses.
He stated that Chomsky's model is inadequate on the grounds
that it does not realistically account for actual language
behavior (1972, p. 271).

Hymes, in turn, reformulated the

notion of competence by first expanding the label to
communicative competence and stating:
I should take competence as the general term for the
capabilities of a person.

Competence is dependent on

both (tacit) knowledge and (ability for) use.

Knowledge

is distinct, then, from both competence and from
systemic possibility (to which its relation is an
empirical matter).

The specification of ability for

use as part of competence allows for the role of
noncognitive factors, such as motivation, as partly
determining competence.

(p. 282)

This reconceptualization went far beyond the narrowness of
Chomsky's notion to allow for the inclusion of communicative
behaviors and the social/cultural factors which actually
determine the competence of the communication.

Bostrom

(1984) noted that the contributions of these two scholars
provided the foundation for the inquiry into communication
competence.
Recent research in communication reflects a developing
interest in the concept of communication competence (Allen
& Wood, 1978; Bostrom, 1984; Hale, 1980; Mccroskey, 1982;

Moore, 1981; Monge, Bachman, Dillard, & Eisenberg, 1981;
Spitzberg, 1983; Wiemann, 1977).

Various theoretical

approaches have been proposed in the study of communication
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competence.

Spitzberg (1983) conducted a thorough review

of the literature and has synthesized existing perspectives
into five basic approaches to conceptualizi ng communication
competence.

The following is a brief summary of each

approach.
Fundamental competence and efficacy theories refer to
the means by which people interpersonal ly adapt to and deal
with changing environmental conditions.

Competence is said

to be an individual attribute and effective interaction can
be attributed to one's own capability.
Linguistic theories of competence refer to the
constitutive or basic societal rules for the construction
and interpretatio n of linguistic codes.

Competence is

determined by an individual's ability to manage semantic and
syntactic relations between verbal symbols.

These theories

also focus on the adaption of rules to specific listeners
and situations.
Social skills and social competence theories concentrate
on the behavioral components or skills that underlie all
forms of effective interactions.

Behavioral dimensions such

as empathy, role-taking, and interaction management imply
an ability to achieve a desired goal.
Theories of strategic and interpersonal competence
focus on an individual's interpersonal ability to adapt to
and control his/her immediate environment.

Strategies are

developed in light of goal achievement in an interpersonal
context.
The final approach presented in Spitzberg's review is
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the relational competence theories.

These theories refer

to the relationship between competent communication and
competent outcome.

In evaluating competence, the

appropriatene ss of dyadic interaction as well as effective
outcomes are employed as criteria.

Specific components

include reinforcement , satisfaction, and appropriate attention
directed toward the other participant.
As is typical of many of the constructs in organizational communication , "the definitions of communicator
competence are roughly equivalent to the broader definitions
of social or interpersonal competence which were developed
in the field of social psychology" (Monge et al., 1981, p.
505).

Many of these general definitions or descriptions,

however, are helpful in understanding communicator
competence in the organizationa l context.

Larson, Backlund,

Redmond, and Barbour (1978) defined communicator competence
as "the ability of an individual to demonstrate knowledge
of the appropriate communicative behavior in a given
situation" (p. 16).

As Mccroskey (1982) suggested, "The

key to this definition is the demonstration of appropriate
communicative behavior" (p. 2).

Monge et al. (1981) also

argued that the fundamental element underlying nearly all
communication competence research is that competent
communicators are those who are effective at achieving their
desired goals.

Additionally, Parks (1977) contended, "a

competent communicator is a person who maximizes his or her
goal achievement through communication " (p. 1).
Various scholars have defined communication competence
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in terms of process (Allen & Brown, 1976; Backlund, 1978;
Duran, Zakahi, & Parrish, 1981; Hale, 1980; Hoseman, 1979).
These definitions are derived from early definitions, such
as Habermas (1970), who described a competent communicator
as one who masters the ideal speech situation, or as Argyle
(1969) contended, a competent communicator is one who
communicates appropriately in social presentations.
Spitzberg (1981) noted that a "competent communicator [as
judged by appropriateness] must avoid significant violation,
qualitatively and quantitatively, of the social norms and
expectations governing the situation" (p. 6).

Spitzberg

and Cupach (1981) elaborated on this definition by stating
that "competent communication can be viewed as a form of
interpersonal influence, in which an individual is faced
with the task of fulfilling communicative functions and
goals (effectiveness) while maintaining conversational and
interpersonal norms (appropriateness)" (p. 1).
Given all the proposed definitions and descriptions, a
communicator competence construct restricted to the organizational setting should focus on observable communication
behaviors (Monge et al., 1981).

Furthermore, as Monge et

al. (1981) argued, when individuals, such as employees,
assess the communication competence of others, they are not
likely to consider a large number of dimensions.

This point

becomes of great importance given the fact that the
communication competence of individuals is essentially
assessed by individual recipients of the communication in
specific contexts.

As Rubin (1977) explained, communication
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competence can be viewed as "an account of mechanisms
underlying message adaptation " (p. 67).

Message adaptation

is an important element in any communica tion construct,
particular ly within the organizati onal context (Duran, 1982;
Hale & Delia, 1979).

Given that the receiver of the speaker-

receiver process determines the effectiven ess of the communication by perceiving the appropriat eness of it, the element
of adaptation becomes central to the construct of communica tion
competence .

The behaviors and attitudes of the organizati onal

members are ultimately influenced by their perception s of
how the leader communica tes in the organizati on.

Because

organizati onal settings are significan tly different from
interperso nal and intimate settings, Monge et al. (1981)
argued that a communica tor competence construct, from an
organizati onal perspectiv e, is likely to be structured as
a single factor or at most two factor model (encoding and
decoding), with both factors being highly correlated .
Although there appears to be a general understand ing
and conceptua lization of communica tion competence , there
are limited empirical studies of communica tion competence
and other organizati onal variables such as shared culture.
Homophily
Researcher s in the fields of communica tion and social
psychology have, for many years, recognized the importance
of homophily as a component of communica tion, particular ly
in terms of source evaluation .

Homophily, along with

communica tion competence , is the central means by which
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individual s evaluate communica tion sources (Andersen & de
Mancillas, 1978; Monge et al., 1981).

Although the term

homophily is relatively new to the lexicon, the term refers
to the degree of similarity between source and receiver in
reference to a single attribute or a group of attributes
(Mccroskey , Richmond, & Daly, 1974).

The notion of homophily

was actually observed, in an intuitive sense, by such noted
philosophe rs as Aristotle, Tarde, and Burke.

Lazarsfeld

and Merton (1954) chose to use the term homophily rather
than similarity in order to accentuate the importance of
varying degrees of sameness or likeness.

Subsequen tly,

Rogers and Shoemaker (1972) employed the term homophily to
describe opinion leader character istics.
The concept of homophily has been applied to a number
of research contexts.

Scholars investigat ing such areas as

group (Homans, 1950; Shaw, 1971) and family (Jaco & Shepard,
1975) processes, political choice behavior (Andersen, 1975;
Byrne, Bond, & Diamond, 1969), decision making under
ambiguous situations (Festinger , 1954), opinion leadership
in the classroom (Richmond, 1974), diffusion of new
informatio n (Rogers, 1973; Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971), loan
granting (Golightly , Huffman, & Byrne, 1972), interperso nal
attraction and initial interactio n activities (Byrne, 1971;
Heider, 1959), as well as friendship formation and
maintenanc e (Lazarsfel d

&

Merton, 1954; Newcomb, 1961) have

all emphasized the major impact homopnily has had.
Organizati onal researcher s have also studied the
concept of homophily.

Such researcher s as Argyris (1964),
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Bass (1960), Graham (1971), James (1951), and Pfiffner (1951)
have indicated that informal groups within organizations
may be linked by member similarity.

Good and Good (1974)

found that the more attitudinally homophilous an individual
perceives an organization to be with him or her, the more
positive the person's affective responses to that organization.
Additionally, Flowers and Hughes (1973) noted that a primary
motive for employee stability within the organization was
the compatibility felt by the person with the organization.
In an extensive review of homophily and supervisory
effectiveness, Daly, McCroskey, and Falcione (1976) noted
that three distinct conceptual bases have emerged out of
the literature explaining the role of homophily in the
organizational context.

The first explanation is labeled

the cognitive dimension.

Theories revolving around the notion

of cognitive consistency (e.g., Heider, 1959; Newcomb, 1961)
suggest that individuals with greater similarity in feelings
toward an object or group of objects will like each other
more.

Naturally, areas held in connnon are likely to include

background, appearance, and occupation, given that these
aspects tend to predict (at least initially) attitudes and
values.

The second approach centers on the reinforcing

nature of similarity.

Byrne and his colleague (Byrne, 1971;

Clore & Byrne, 1976) provided extensive evidence supporting
his conceptualization that individuals who share viewpoints,
background, job, values, and even appearance similar to ours
will likely make us feel good.

Byrne argued that individuals

attach positive feelings to those things they find
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reinforcing, and naturally similarity is reinforcing.

In

short, we like those who make us feel good about ourselves.
The third approach explains the relationships between
homophily and various affective variables in terms of its
functional nature.

Berger and Calabrese (1975) noted that

when an individual realizes someone is homophilous with him/
her on any number of dimensions, that individual can predict
the other person's behavior with greater accuracy.

In a

sense, homophily reduces one's uncertainty about the other
person and the environment associated with him/her, and
consequently one's affective responses to the similar other
should be more positive (Altman & Taylor, 1973).

All three

of these interpretatio ns, while positing different approaches
to homophily, indicate that four principle dimensions
impact the effectiveness of the communication exchanged
between interacting parties.

These dimensions are attitude,

value, background, and appearance.
Attitude homophily,

This is perhaps the most examined

dimension of homophily, particularly within the organizationa l
context.

Attitude homophily centers on the degree of

attitudinal similarity existing between various individuals
within an organization.

Research has indicated that the

more similar in attitudes an individual is to her or his
superiors, interviewers, and coworkers, the more likely both
the organization and the individual will benefit (Daly et
al., 1976).

Congruence between superior and subordinate

on leadership style preference and orientation (which are
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essentiall y attitudes) results in higher levels of subordinat e
satisfacti on with both supervisio n and coworkers (DiMarco,
1972; Fiman, 1973; Wood & Soebel, 1970).
Value homophily.

This dimension refers to the notion

that similarity between superiors and subordinat es on values
will lead to greater subordinat e effectiven ess and satisfaction as well as affect positive performanc e ratings made
by superiors of subordinat es.

In their review of literature ,

Daly et al. (1976) suggested that an individua l's success
in an organizati on is likely to be related to the congruence
of values between the individual and the organizati on.
DiMarco (1974) noted that subordinat e satisfacti on with
supervisio n is at least partially a function of value
homophily.

Working with research and developmen t personnel,

LaPorte (1965) found that when scientists and managers
shared similar values, the amount of conflict was low which,
in turn, enhanced satisfacti on with the job and supervisio n.
As a consequenc e, an organizati on had low turnover and
productiv ity was extremely high.

Senger (1971) also found

that subordinat es who were rated high in overall performanc e
by a superior tended to have a value structure homophilou s
with the superior, whereas those who were rated low had a
dissimilar value structure.
Background homophily.

This is simply the degree to

which individual s share a common background .

In researchin g

the process of interviewi ng, Wexly and Nemoroff (1973) used
biographic al homophily as an independen t variate.

They
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found that interviewe es similar to the decision maker were
evaluated more favorably than dissimilar applicants .

Over

recent years, a greater proportion of people being placed
in leadership positions within organizati ons have come from
internal sources (Rambo, 1982).

As a function of this

procedure, these individual s often tend to share with
subordinat es more of the same background character istics
(LaPorte, 1965).

This similarity has been observed to lead

to less superior-s ubordinate conflict (LaPorte, 1965) as well
as greater subordinat e satisfacti on with supervisio n (DiMarco,
1974).
Appearance homophily.

This dimension has been relatively

ignored by empirical researcher s in the organizati onal
context.

Although difficult to generalize , observatio ns of

the effects of physical appearance homophily seems to be
evident in modern organizati ons (Daly et al., 1976).
Uniforms, insignia, and dress standards, depending on the
individua l's status, further underline the possible relevance
of this variable.

Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) provided

clear evidence of the effects of appearance homophily in
diffusing new informatio n into foreign institutio ns.

In

short, it appears that what others look like, and how much
they seem to look like us, affects our feelings toward them.
In summary, organizati onal research has clearly
demonstrat ed that variables such as subordina te-superio r
relationsh ips, work effectiven ess, and evaluative decisions
may be strongly affected by the degree of homophily present
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in the relationship.

Previous investigation s, however,

have failed for the most part to recognize the multidimensionalit y of the homophily construct.

Furthermore,

although the relationships between organizationa l outcomes
and homophily have been validated, little research has been
conducted recently.

Therefore, given the new models and

conceptualiza tions of leadership and organizations , research
must be continued to develop greater understanding of
these concepts.
Integration of Research
If one is to take Burns (1978) seriously, the concept
of transformatio nal leadership does not happen arbitrarily.
As Burns stated, transformatio nal leadership is purposeful
and intentional.

As evidenced in the review of literature,

a transformatio nal leader elevates the morality and motivation
of his/her followers by shaping the organization' s culture
through various means.

Two consistent and common themes

underlie most of the leadership literature.

First, leader-

ship is constantly viewed as a social influence process
whereby the leader exerts some degree of influence over the
culture of the organization.

It is through this element of

influence that leaders transform the morality and motivation
of their followers.

Thus, a necessary component of leadership

can be seen as the exercise or evidence of influence (Bass,
1960; Bennis & Nanus, 1985; Burns, 1978; Hollander, 1978;
McCall, 1977; Peters & Austin, 1985; Schein, 1986;
Sergiovanni & Corbally, 1984).

The second theme that
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emerges is that leadership is generally viewed as an
interpersonal and symbolic process involving interaction
between two or more persons aimed at developing mutual goals
of leader and led (Barge & Johnson, 1985; Bass, 1981;
Dansereau, Graen, & Haga, 1975; Hollander, 1978; Kochan,
Schmidt, & Decotis, 1975; McCall & Lombardo, 1978;
Mintzberg, 1973; Peters & Waterman, 1982; Schein, 1985).
Indeed, without followers, there can be no leader.
Given that influence and the interpersonal /symbolic
process are communicative in nature, it would appear that
deeply embedded within the process of leadership lies
communication .

It would also appear that the more effective

a leader's communication , the more effective the leader's
ability to impact on the organization 's culture.

Bormann

(1983) implied such a relationship when he defined organizational culture as "the sum total ways of living, organizing,
and communing built up in a group of human beings and
transmitted to newcomers by means of verbal and nonverbal
communication " (p. 100).

Moreover, Barge & Johnson (1985)

contend that a leader's communication ability is critical
for creating and maintaining the social reality known as
leadership.

As many scholars have indicated, the task of

a leader is to effectively articulate and communicate to
employees the values, vision, and purposes as determined
by the organizationa l leader (Barnard, 1938; Bennis & Nanus,
1985; Harrison, 1984; Peters & Waterman, 1982; Pfeffer,
1981; Pondy & Smircish, 1983; Rost, 1985b; Schein, 1985;
Selznick, 1957).
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Interestin gly enough, although the importance of
communica tion of leaders and organizati onal culture is
implicitly embedded within most leadership studies, there
are no empirical studies to date that have researched and
tested the relationsh ip of a leader's communica tion
competence and the degree to which the followers have
shared the espoused organizati onal culture of the leader.
As Pendly, Hawkins, and Peterson (1984) have revealed,
little attention has been paid to the communica tion
competence of organizati onal members and leaders; instead,
research has focused on communica tion structure and
attitudina l outcomes such as communica tion satisfacti on.
Moreover, as Ebben (1985) contended, a leader's communica tion
competence may well explain the follower's commitment to
the organizati on and its culture above and beyond what other
variables such as decision making and power are capable of
explaining .

Thus, the purpose of this study is to test

such a contention .

Figure 1, a model illustratin g the

deductive relationsh ips between the variables, is presented
for clarificat ion.
Beginning with the transforma tional leadership variable,
the shaping of an organizati on's culture is logically
deduced as a critical function of leadership , which is
realized by the communica tion variables of the leader, both
communica tion competence and homophily.
illustrate s the following:

The deductive model

shaping organizati onal culture

is a significan t part of transforma tional leadership , which
is accomplish ed in part by the followers' perception s of
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Transform ational
Leadership
1. elevating morality
and motivation
2. mutual goal attainment
3. transforma tion to
higher levels of
existence

Shaping
A Strong
Organizati onal
Culture
1. communica tion
competence
2. homophily

Communica tion
Competence
1. encoding
2. decod~ng

Figure 1.

Homophily
1. attitude
2. value
3. background

Deductive Model of Variables
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communication competence, both encoding and decoding, and
their perception of the existing homophily, in terms of
attitudes, values, backgrounds, and appearance, with their
leader.
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CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
Overview
To fulfill the purpose of this study and generate
appropriat e data to test the hypotheses and research
questions posited, a factorial design was employed.

In the

traditiona l sense, factorial designs essentiall y consist of
studies which employ two or more independen t variables to
test for their independen t and joint effects on a dependent
variable (Kerlinger , 1979).

The factorial approach has been

a significan t design in that it allows the research of complex
problems and hypotheses to be studied.

Such designs,

Kerlinger stated, have several advantages , the three most
important of which are:

(a) more sophistica ted theory could

be formulated and tested; (b) more realistic problems could
be investigat ed; and (c) the joint influence of variables
could be studied (p. 94).
Transformi ng Leadership of the CEO
Given the nature of the study, one important condition
had to be verified in order to accomplish the purposes of
this study.

The condition is that the leader of the organi-

zation must have exemplifie d the nature of transforma tional
42
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leadership as described herein.

Specifica lly, there needed

to be evidence that indicated the leader was a culture
shaper, one who has created real intended social change,
one who develops vision, purpose, and values while raising
the motivation and morals of those around him through
education and example, and above all is customer centered
(Rost, 1985b).
The researcher verified the leadership of the CEO by a
two-fold process.

The first step involved interviewi ng five

members of the organizati on who knew the CEO well and had
regular, face-to-fa ce interactio n with him.

The interviews

were brief (five minutes), given that they were conducted
over the phone and the members being interviewe d were
obviously busy executives .

To generate descriptiv e infor-

mation concerning the CEO's transforma tional leadership , the
researcher asked these open ended questions:
1.

Is your CEO consistent ly elevating the levels of
motivation of his followers by means of example,
symbols, vision, and education?

2.

Does your CEO consistent ly seek to accomplish not
only his needs and wants but those of his followers
as well?

3.

Does your CEO consistent ly attempt to raise the
morals and ethics of his followers?

4.

Does an organizati onal culture exist which reflects
the values and morals of your CEO?

The responses generated from these questions were overwhelmingly positive in terms of transforma tional leadership .
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To be sure, all of the respondents did not necessarily
agree with all the beliefs and behaviors of their CEO, but
all certainly agreed that their CEO was surely a man of
moral stature who elevated the morals and motivation of
his followers.

Several accounts emerged from the interviews

indicating that the CEO has significantly shaped the cultural
values of his organization.

All respondents commented on

the CEO's concern for the customer, his concern for his
employees, and above all the integrity of the organization
as he shaped it.

The respondents told a number of stories

that clearly described the CEO as an educator, mentor, and
model in relating to his immediate followers.
Also emerging from the interviews were several accounts
concerning the leader's passion not only for his people and
product, but also for society in.general.

As a leader of

a restaurant chain, it was rather surprising to hear that
this .CEO is a leading advocate in raising the nutritional
standards in all restaurant foods.

Several industry

standards concerning nutrition and consumer protection
were, in fact, initiated by this CEO.

The respondents also

commented on the many philanthropic activities initiated
by their leader which have resulted in significant societal
change, such as the establishment of halfway houses for
troubled youth in this community.
Although there was more than sufficient evidence
validating each element of leadership, the most significant
conclusion which emerged from the interviews was the CEO's
utmost regard for his employees' betterment and morality.
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The second step in this validation process consisted
of a. face-to-face interview with the CEO.

The researcher

used the open-ended questions above with obvious modifications
and then followed up with questions regarding the means by
which the CEO exercised transformatio nal leadership.

The

conclusions drawn from this interview also served to validate
the assumption that this CEO was truly a transformatio nal
leader.

For example, in the course of the interview, the

CEO frequently commented on the care he felt for his
employees and customers.

His passion for people was clearly

exemplified in the stories he told concerning his successful
employees--th ose who had made something out of their lives-and who, in turn, had a significant impact on the organization.

These examples gave living proof of his repeated

attempts to ensure that the goals of both leader and
follower were mutually achieved through an effective,
cohesive corporate value system.

Several of the respondents

stated that the CEO has brought about significant positive
change in lives of his employees through his example and
continues to do so through his daily activities.

His

primary mission is to morally educate, or in his words, to
"educate by doing, not saying."

When asked about the value

of education, the CEO responded passionately that a strong
corporate culture can best be established by no other means.
Many other responses such as these emerged in the course
of the interview, all of which led the researcher to
conclude that the CEO was a transformatio nal leader in his
role as chief executive of this major food service
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organization.

Many of the comments from the interview

were ultimately employed as descriptors for the shared
cultural values questionnaire which the researcher used
in this study (Appendix A).
Data Collection
Site Selection
This study was conducted at the corporate offices of
a major restaurant chain which realized $560 million in
sales for 1986.

The firm's revenue in 1986 should qualify

it as San Diego's largest private company.
were 830 franchises with 6,480 employees.

In 1986 there
The company was

selected for this study not only on the basis of its
national reputation as an excellent company (based on
annual sales, employee satisfaction and customer satisfaction), but primarily on the basis of the leader's
reputation among local chief executives for creating a
strong organizational culture.

The CEO asked that the

company remain anonymous in reporting this research;
therefore, further description of the company and the CEO
is not possible.
Sample Selection
The sample for this study includes only those individuals who have been with the organization for at least
two years and who regularly (weekly) interact (face-to-face)
with the CEO.

Such regular interaction allowed for a more

accurate evaluation of communicator competence and homophily
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of the CEO.
females.
"circle."

The sample consists of 21 males and 12

The CEO referred to these 33 individuals as his
Of the 33 individuals, 15 are vice presidents

and the remaining 18 are senior division managers.

These

33 individuals are the only individuals in the company who
directly report to the CEO on a weekly basis, usually two
to three times a week.

Other than the Board of Directors,

these individuals are the top 33 managers in the company.
Thirty of the 33 individuals responded to the survey
which was distributed in early October, 1986.

A 92%

response rate was achieved, which is favorable for a
volunteer survey study.

Although the sample may appear

small, given the nature of the study, 30 respondents are
sufficient for a correlational analysis (Hinkle, Wiersma,
& Jars, 1979).

Secluding the sample to this core group of

30 allowed for a valid sample in that these individuals
were the only employees in the company who could have
accurately responded to the communication questionnaires,
given the nature of the questions.

As Borg and Gall (1983)

indicated, studies that employ correlational analysis
through survey instruments demand more of the subjects
than observational studies, and consequently it is virtually
impossible to obtain the cooperation of all subjects
selected by random, which results in a volunteer sample.
Description of Instrumentation
The shared cultural value questionnaire (see Appendix
A) was constructed to determine the degree to which the 30
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participants shared the cultural values of the CEO.

The

researcher developed the instrument according to the
consideration s for questionnaire development established
by Borg and Gall (1983).

These consideration s included

developing questions congruent with the language of the
sample or organization, establishing clarity, avoiding
lengthy items as well as items which may appear as psychologically or professionall y threatening (p. 419).

The

development of the questionnaire involved two steps in
generating data for constructing the items.
The first step consisted of two one-hour interviews
with the CEO.

The purpose of these interviews was to

gather descriptors of the organization 's cultural values
as espoused by the CEO.
active in nature.

The interviews were highly inter-

The researcher would first summarize a

general response to a question made by the CEO, which took
perhaps five minutes, and then reduced this explanation
to a specific statement which reflected a general cultural
value of the organization.

Once the statement was formu-

lated, the CEO was asked to agree or disagree with the
statement.

Basically, the CEO had to analyze the meaning

of the statement and evaluate its accuracy in reflecting
a cultural norm of the CEO and the organization.
When the CEO disagreed with the formulated statement,
a discussion would follow until some consensus was achieved
on a reformulated statement.

When the CEO agreed that a

statement was accurate, the researcher proceeded to the next
statement.

In this way, the cultural norms were codified
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much as Borg and Gall (1983) suggested:

"if open-ended

questions are used in survey research, the 'open-ended'
information that is obtained must be codified so that it
can be analyzed and reported quantitativel y" (p. 406).
A seven point Likert scale was utilized to not only
comply with the other instruments, but to allow for
consistency in familiarity for the respondents and statistical ease for the researcher.

Although Likert scales could

involve any number of points, Likert himself suggested that
the seven point scale is not only reliable but discriminates
well for an interval scale (Likert, 1932).
The first interview resulted in the generation of 27
codified items.

In the second interview, which was conducted

one week later, the researcher generated another eight items,
which included four opposite descriptors to create reflective
items for reliability analysis (see Appendix A, numbers 7,
15, 23, and 27 for reflective items).

These negative items

guarded against the temptation for respondents to assume all
items were positive, and therefore answering all the questions
in a blanket fashion.

The second interview began with a

review of the first 27 items generated in the previous
conference to make sure that the CEO was still in agreement
with the statements.

Some minor changes did result from

this review, but the focus of the second interview remained
the generation of additional statements of cultural norms
as well as items which could be termed countercultur al values
(values in opposition to those articulated by the CEO).
The second phase of developing the shared cultural
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values questionnaire consisted of allowing the CEO to
review the 35 items on his own for two weeks.

This

researcher encouraged the CEO to keep the items exposed
on his desk to promote constant review and provide ample
opportunity to make those revisions which he felt appropriate.
Again, minor changes in phraseology resulted from this
process.
The statements were sent back to the researcher and
Likert-type scales (Likert, 1932) were attached to each
statement.

As Blalock and Blalock (1968) suggested, Likert-

type scales are very appropriate for correlational analysis
where the item responses are analyzed collectively,

They

further argued that, "there is no apparent reason why the
Likert model should not apply as well to cognitive- and
behavioral-su bject scales as to the affective-sub ject scales.
The only modification required for application to these other
classes of scales is in the content of the item pool" (p. 97).
To establish validation of the questionnaire items, an
expert panel consisting of two organizationa l researchers
and a research methodologist was assembled.

Each panel

member was selected on the basis of his/her expertise in
research and methodology in the organizationa l sciences.
All three members are nationally known in their respective
disciplines for their research expertise.

The three panel

members are quantitative researchers with ample experience
in instrument development and have considerable background
in the study of organizationa l culture.

Two members hold

the Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) degree in organizationa l
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communication while the other individual holds the Ph.D.
in statistics and methodology.

All three members are

active researchers in the organizationa l sciences as well
as acting professors at the University level.

Although

the panel never converged collectively, each member was
sent the questionnaire independently and was asked for
his/her contribution by mail or phone.

Upon receipt of

their input, the suggestions were integrated into the
questionnaire .

This process was repeated twice before all

members granted approval of the instrument.
The purpose of this panel was to determine the face
validity, or in Kerlinger's (1979) terms, the content
validity of the questionnaire .

Although the panel made

several suggestions that resulted in changes of phraseology,
they agree that by using the language specific to the
organization, respondents were able to not only identify
with the values stated in the instrument, but also the
general concept which underlies these values.

Additionally,

the panel agreed that the instrument not only maintains
content validity, but it also appears to have construct
validity, which is paramount in this study.

In achieving

the construct validity of the instrument, the panel also
provided input into the development of the instructions of
the questionnaire , which are critical in clarifying to the
respondent the intent and objective of the study.

As

Blalock and Blalock (1968) suggested, construct validity
should be determined in reference to variables, not people
per se.

"Although people are the source of data, social
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science is interested in the variables which people
represent" (p. 391).

Thus, when the panel evaluated the

items and instructio ns of the instrument collective ly,
they agreed that the questionna ire would determine the
degree to which organizati onal members share the cultural
values of the CEO.
The questionna ire was typed, printed, and distribute d
in early October, 1986.

The ·responden ts were asked to rate

the degree to which their beliefs and/or behaviors at their
job site reflect each item.

The aggregate score for the 35

items serves as the responden ts' score for shared culture.
The Communica tor Competence Questionn aire (CCQ)
(Appendix B) designed by Monge et al. (1981) was incorporat ed
into the study to determine the responden ts' perception of
the CEO's communica tion competence .

The items represent

encoding and decoding skills appropriat e in an organizati onal
context.

Seven encoding items focus on behaviors such as

the ability to express one's ideas clearly, having the
ability to get right to the point, and being easy to understand.

Five decoding items focus on skills such as listening,

responding to messages quickly, and sensitivit y to others.
Several studies have used the CCQ, all of which reported
reliabilit y coefficien ts (Cronbach 's Alpha) of over .80
(Monge et al., 1981).

The developers establishe d the

validity of the instrument by use of several item analyses
which yielded a range of coefficien ts from .76 to .92.
Having employed the instrument in over four major studies,
Monge et al. (1981) concluded that the CCQ is not only
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predictive ly valid, but it also maintains construct
validity.

Smith and Hellweg (1985) also employed the CCQ

in their study of superviso rs' communica tion competence
and found the questionn aire to be reliable, yielding a .87
alpha level.
The homophily instrument (Appendix C) developed by
Mccroskey, Richmond, and Daly (1974) is employed in this
study to determine the followers' perception of homophily
between the leader and themselves .

The instrument contains

16 semantic differenti al items, four reflecting each of the
following dimensions :

(a) attitude, (b) value, (c) back-

ground, and (d) appearance .

All internal reliabilit y

coefficien ts were computed for the instrumen t, and they
ranged from .80 to .86.

McCroskey and Richmond (1979)

reviewed eight studies employing these homophily scales
and concluded that, "taken together, these studies indicate
that the homophily scales indeed have predictive validity"
(p. 5).

Chillcoat and Dewine (1984) also cound the homophily

scales to be extremely reliable, ranging from .69 to .92
in their study of hornophily and electronic mediated
communica tion.

Research conducted by Andersen and Kibler

(1976) as well as Andersen and de Mancillas (1978) also
provided similar findings regarding the validity of the
homophily scales.

In their studies of political candidates ,

Andersen and his associates reported reliabilit y coefficien ts
ranging from .74 to .84, further supporting the validity
of the scale.
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Procedur e
The particip ants received the three question naires,
a cover letter (Appendi x D), and a stamped envelope for
the return of the materia ls.

The question naires were sent

directly to the individu als through the mail.

The cover

letter stressed that their response s were strictly confidential, that they would only be used for research purposes ,
and that they would be reported anonymo usly in aggregat e
form.

The cover letter had also stressed that the study

had been approved by their CEO, but that it was not initiate d
by him.

A brief descript ion of the purpose of the study

was included for the responde nts.

Particip ation in the

study was voluntar y and anonymou s.

Given principl es under-

lying survey research , particul arly via mail, a response
rate of 50% or better is consider ed acceptab le (Babbie,
1973).

Therefor e, with a response rate of 92%, a second

mailing was not needed.
Data Analysis
Scoring for the question naires was based on a seven
point. scale, with seven being the most positive response
and one being the most negative response , with reflecti ve
items reversed to follow this order.

The scoring of the

instrume nts was consiste nt with the authors of the CCQ and
the homophil y question naire.

The research er collapse d the

seven point scales into three groups (1 through 3.5 as low;
3.5 through 4.5 as moderate ; 4.5 through 7 as high) so that
he could analyze the data for frequenc y of response s in
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these three groups.
When the data were received and entered into a
computer, a preliminary test was performed to assess the
reliability of all three instruments.

The reliability

program in SPSS (Hull & Nie, 1981) was employed, using
Cronbach's Alpha for internal consistency.

The computation

program for reliability is designed to be used in those
situations where the goal is to assess how reliable a sum
or weighted sum across variables is as an estimate of a
case's true score.

In general, the concept of reliability

refers to how accurate, on the average, the estimate of
the true score is in a population of subjects to be
measured.
For the main analysis, Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients were computed to test for hypotheses
one through five and the first four research questions.
The fifth research question concerning prediction was tested
by employing a stepwise multiple regression analysis.

A

subsequent frequency test was employed to provide a
representation of the cluster range of responses regarding
culture and communication competence as well as culture
and homophily.

The 35 items on the shared cultural values

questionnaire were analyzed collectively, with a possible
point spread of 35 to 245.

The aggregate sum was

subsequently factored in the analysis as the dependent or
criterion variable.

This shared culture score was then

subjected to correlational and regression analysis with the
homophily data, which constituted the points generated from
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a 15 point homophily scale, with a possible spread of 15
to 105.

The shared culture score was also subjected to

correlational and regression analysis with the points
generated from the communication competence questionnaire .
The subscales of the competence questionnaire consisted of
six items with a possible spread of 6 to 421 and collectively
consisted of twelve items with a possible spread of 12 to
84.

The homophily data and the communication competence

data, both encoding and decoding, were factored into the
analysis as the independent variables.

The correlation

and regression analyses provided the statistical data
necessary to test all hypotheses and research questions
posited in the study.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS
Survey Results
The data generated from this study were subjected to
a variety of statistica l procedures .

Three instrument s

were employed to generate the data necessary for analyzing
the relationsh ip between communica tion competence , homophily,
and a follower's degree of shared culture.

It should be

noted that in all hypotheses and research questions, the
variable of shared culture is always determined by the data
generated by the shared cultural values questionn aire (all
35 items).

The homophily variable referred to in this study

is always determined by the homophily questionn aire (all
16 items) whereas the communica tion competence variable is
always determined by the communica tor competence questionn aire
(CCQ) (all 12 items), with encoding competence determined
by items 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, and 10 on the CCQ, and decoding
competence determined by items 2, 4, 6, 9, 11, and 12
respective ly.
In order to ensure valid data, all three instrumen ts
were first subjected to the SPSS reliabilit y program (Hull
& Nie, 1981) which employs Cronbach's Alpha to determine the

internal consistenc y of the responses.

All instrument s

proved to be reliable and consistent with past results,

57
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yielding alpha levels of .65 to .87 respectively (see
Table 2).

Although the homophily measure yielded an alpha

level of only .65, which is not optimal for research
(Blalock & Blalock, 1968), it was sufficient to be included
in the study.

Therefore, all items were included in the

subsequent testing of hypotheses.

The two subscales of the

communication competence questionnaire proved to be reliable
when analyzed collectively, yielding an alpha of .83.

The

encoding subscale, however, yielded an alpha of .53 with
the decoding subscale yielding an alpha of .82.

Therefore,

the results concerning the encoding variable must be
interpreted with limited confidence.
An expert panel was assembled to determine the content
validity of the shared cultural values questionnaire .

This

was the only questionnaire of the three reviewed by the
panel, given that the communication competence and homophily
questionnaire s have been previously validated by their
authors (McCroskey et al., 1974; Monge et al., 1981).
Descriptive Statistics
Table 3 reports the descriptive statistics for each
of the variables included in this study.

Given that each

questionnaire utilized a seven point Likert scale, this
researcher divided each group of data into three categories.
These categories were based on a per item average.

An

average score of 1 to 3.5 was considered low, an average
score of 3.5 to 4.5 was considered moderate, and an average
score of 4.5 to 7 was considered high.

Given the nature
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Table 2
Reliability Coefficients for All Variables

Reliability
(Cronbach's
Alpha

Number
of Items

Number
of Cases

Shared Culture

35

30

.868

Communication Competence

12

30

.833

Encoding Subscale

6

30

.536

Decoding Subscale

6

30

.821

16

30

.654

Variable

Homophily
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Table 3
Descriptive Statistics for All Variables

Variable

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Range

Number
of Cases

Shared Culture
(245 possible)

186.92

18.33

(147 to 228)

30

Communication
Competence
(84 possible)

63.07

8.73

(43 to 75)

30

Encoding Subscale
(42 possible)

31.84

3.31

(25 to 36)

30

Decoding Subscale
(42 possible)

31.23

6.15

(18 to 39)

30

Homophily
(112 possible)

54.96

9.87

(41 to 72)

30
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of the variables involved in the study, this breakdown and
categorizatio n of data is not only appropriate, but it
also provides clarification in interpreting the data.

The

frequencies of responses for each questionnaire are reported
in Table 4.
The shared cultural values questionnaire has a total
of 35 items and a possible score of 245.

Therefore, a

total score of 35 to 122.5 is considered a low degree of
shared culture; a total score of 122.5 to 157.5 is considered moderate; and a total score of 157.5 to 245 is
considered a high degree of shared culture.

The mean

generated by the shared cultural values questionnaire was
186.92 with a standard deviation of 18.33, which, according
to the categorized breakdown, is a high degree of shared
culture.

The responses of shared culture ranged from a

low of 147 to a high of 228.

Of the 30 respondents, 27

fell into the high range, 3 fell

into the moderate range,

and none fell into the low range.

Therefore, in terms of

the cultural values depicted on the questionnaire , the
existing shared culture among the responding sample is very
high.

This high degree of shared culture also serves to

implicitly reinforce the precondition of the CEO as a
transformatio nal leader.
The communicator competence questionnaire is comprised
of 12 items, 6 of which refer to encoding (sending) competence and 6 of which refer to decoding (receiving) competence.
A total score of 84 is possible, with 12 to 42 considered
low competence, 42 to 54 considered moderate competence, and
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Table 4
Frequency Summary of Survey Response

Variable

Low

Shared Culture
(possible 245)

0
(35-122.5)

Communication
Competence
(possible 84)

0
(12-42)

Encoding
(possible 42)

Moderate

3
(122.5-157 .5)

High

Total
Cases

27
(157.5-245)

30

9
(42-54)

21
(54-84)

30

0
(6-21)

5
(21-27)

25
(27-42)

30

Decoding
(possible 42)

4
(6-21)

6
(21-27)

20
(27-42)

30

Homophily
(possible 112)

16
(16-56)

13
(56-72)

1
(72-112)

30

Communication
Competence and
Homophily
Combined
(possible 196)

7
(28-98)

15
(98-126)

8
(126-196)

30
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54 to 84 considered high communica tion competence .

The

mean generated by the respondent s on the competence measure
was 63.07 with a standard deviation of 8.73.

The responses

ranged from 43 to 75, with zero responses falling into the
low category, 9 falling into the moderate category, and 21
falling into the high category.

Therefore, two-thirds of

the participan ts perceived their CEO to be a highly competent
communica tor in terms of encoding and decoding skills, with
the other third perceiving him to be a moderately competent
communica tor.

In terms of the six encoding items, a mean of

31,84 was generated with a standard deviation of 3.31.

A

total score of 42 is possible, with 6 to 21 as low encoding
competence , 21 to 27 as moderate, and 27 to 42 as high.

The

scores ranged from 25 to 36, with none in the low category,
5 in the moderate category, and 25 falling in the high

category.

The decoding subscale also consists of 6 items,

generating a mean of 31.23 and a standard deviation of 6.15.
A greater range resulted with the decoding measure, with a
low of 18 and a high of 39.

Four scores fell into the low

category, with 6 falling into the moderate range and 20 into
the high competence category.

Therefore, the majority of

responden ts perceived their CEO to be a highly competent
decoder, with a third, however, perceiving him to be moderate
to low in this category.
The

homophily scale consists of 16 items, with a

possible total score of 112.

The resulting mean was 54.96

with a standard deviation of 9.87.

The responses ranged
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from 41 to 72, with the majority of respondents falling
into the low or moderate categories.

Specifically, 16

scores fell into the low category, with 13 falling into
the moderate range.

Thus, the majority of respondents

perceived their CEO to be different from themselves in
terms of values, attitude, appearance, and background.
A general summary of the resulting correlation and
regression analysis follows with specific results from
each hypothesis and research question.
Hypothesis One
Correlational analysis was used to test whether a
follower's shared culture score will yield a statistically
significant correlation with the follower's perception of
the leader's encoding ability (items 1, 3,5, 7, 8, and 10
on the CCQ).

The null hypothesis was retained with a low

correlation yielding an r of .98 (p = .34).

See Table 5

for the results of the correlational procedures for each
of the hypotheses.
Although the literature cited in this study suggests
that a leader's ability to send messages effectively (encoding)
competence) ultimately impacts on various organizationa l
outcomes such as shared culture, the results of the study
failed to confirm such a relationship.

Moreover, the

relationship between encoding and shared culture, which is
referred to in the first hypothesis, failed to yield a
statistically significant correlation.

Based on the data

analysis in the study, not only did encoding competence fail
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Table 5
Hypotheses Summary of Correlations

Hypothesis

r

Sample

Significance

Hl: Culture by
Encoding

.08

.006

30

.34

H2: Culture by
Decoding

.34

.116

30

.04

H3: Culture by
Communication
Competence
(encoding and
decoding)

.27

.072

30

.09

H4: Culture by
Homophily

.07

.004

30

.36

H5: Culture by
Communication
Competence and
Homophily

.18

.032

30

.20
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to yield a statistica lly significan t correlatio n, it also
failed to be a statistica lly significan t predictor in
determinin g the degree of shared culture among the followers.
From a possible 42 points, the leader in this study achieved
an average of 32 (or 5.3 per item on the 7 point scale)
which is relatively high, based on the three categories of
low, moderate, and high.

This indicates that the leader

was an effective message sender; however, the perception s
of his competence did not significan tly correlate with the
followers' degree of shared culture, based on the correlational analysis performed.
Hypothesis Two
A correlatio nal procedure was again used to determine
if a follower's score of shared culture would yield a
significan t correlatio n with the follower's perception of
the leader's decoding ability (items 2, 4, 6, 9, 11, and
12 on the CCQ).

The null hypothesis was rejected with a

resultant r of .34 (p = .04).

Although this correlatio n

is rather modest, it is the most significan t correlatio n
of all variables tested as well as the only one that
rejected the null hypothesis .
With a possible 42 points, the leader in this study
achieved an average of 31 on the decoding measure, similar
to that of the encoding factor.

This again is a relatively

high per item rating, 5.2 on the 7 point scale.

This

finding indicates that the greater one's perception of the
leader's decoding ability (i.e., sensitivit y, listening well,
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responses on target, etc.), the greater the likelihood will
be of the follower sharing the culture of the organization
as espoused by the leader.

The decoding factor, however,

was not a statistically significant predictor of the followers'
degree of shared culture, as determined by the regression
analysis.
Hypothesis Three
The correlational analysis was employed to test whether
the followers' score of shared culture would yield a significant
correlation with the followers' perception of the communication competence (encoding and decoding) of the leader.
The correlation coefficient resulting from the analysis was
an r of .27 (p = .09), which was insufficient to reject the
null hypothesis.

Although the decoding factor yielded a

significant correlation, when factored into the correlation
equation with the encoding variable, the resulting correlation coefficient diminished slightly, enough to deny a
statistically significant correlation.

The average rating

was a 63 out of a possible 84, or a 5.2 per item average.
Nearly a third of the respondents (9) perceive their leader
to be a moderately competent communicator, with two-thirds
(21) perceiving him to be highly competent.

Given the wide

variance of responses, the communication competence construct
failed to emerge as a statistically significant correlate
and predictor of the followers' degree of shared culture.
Hypothesis Four
The correlational procedure was used to determine if the
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followers' score of shared culture would yield a significant correlation with the followers' perceived homophily
with the leader.

The resulting coefficient was the lowest

of the five correlations with an r of .07 (p = .36), again
resulting in the retention of the null hypothesis.

The

average rating for the homophily measure was 55 out of a
possible 112.

Unlike the previous communication variables,

the homophily between the followers and the leader was
only slightly above the moderate range, with an average
per item rating of 3.4 on a 7 point scale.

Sixteen of the

30 respondents indicate that a low degree of homophily
exists between them and their leader, with 13 indicating
that a moderate degree of homophily exists, and only one
indicating that a high degree of homophily exists.

Thus,

the data suggest that the majority of sampled followers
perceive themselves to have low to moderate levels of
similarity in terms of attitude, value, background, and
appearance.
Hypothesis Five
The correlational analysis was employed to test if the
followers' score of shared culture would yield a significant
correlation with the followers' perceptions of the communication competence and homophily of the leader.

The null

hypothesis was retained with the correlation yielding an r
of .18 (p = .20).

Given the results of the previous

hypotheses, with the majority of correlations failing to
establish statistical significance, it is not surprising
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that this null hypothesis was also retained.

From a

possible 196, the average collective response was 118, or
4.2 per item average on a 7 point scale, which is only
slightly above average.

These results infer that communi-

cation competence and homophily collectively failed in
establishing a statistically significant correlation with
the followers' degree of shared culture.

Given that

homophily yielded such a low correlation when analyzed
independently, it was not a surprise that the correlation
resulting from the collective analysis (communication and.
homophily) also failed to establish statistical significance.
Research Questions
The four research questions which referred to correlations between the various communication variables revealed
two interesting points.

The first point is that homophily

failed to correlate with encoding, decoding, or the collective
construct.

The second point is that the correlation between

encoding and decoding established strong statistical significance and therefore was analyzed collectively as suggested
by Monge et al. (1981).

See Table 6 for the results of the

correlational analysis for the first four research questions.
In research question one, a correlational analysis was
used to determine the relationship between communication
competence and homophily.

The resulting correlation failed

to establish statistical significance, yielding an r of .11
(p = .29).

A correlational analysis was employed in research
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Table 6
Summary of Research Questions One,
Two. Three, and Four

Variable

r

Significan ce

RQl: Communica tion
Competence by
Homophily

.11

.012

.29

RQ2: Encoding by
Decoding

.67

.44

.001

RQ3: Encoding by
Homophily

.02

.0004

.45

RQ4: Decoding by
Homophily

.14

.019

.23
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question two to determine the relationsh ip between encoding
and decoding of the connnunica tion competence questionn aire.
The resulting correlatio n yielded an r of .67 (p = .001),
establishi ng strong statistica l significan ce.

Encoding

and decoding were subsequen tly analyzed collective ly as a
single construct.

Given that the communica tion competence

construct is comprised of two concepts, encoding and
decoding, Monge et al. (1981) contended that they should
be significan tly correlated with each other.

If there is

not a significan t correlatio n between the two, then the
entire construct is questionab le.
A correlatio nal analysis was performed to determine
the relationsh ip between encoding and homophily.

The

correlatio n analysis yielded an r of .02 (p = .45), which
also fails to establish statistica l significan ce.

A

correlatio nal analysis was also employed in research
question four to test the relationsh ip between decoding
and homophily.

This correlatio n resulted in an r of .14

(p = .23), which again fails to establish statistica l
significan ce.
In research question five, the researcher employed a
stepwise regression analysis to determine which communica tion
variable (encoding, decoding, connnunica tion competence , and
homophily ), independe ntly or collective ly, would be the most
significan t predictor of the followers' degree of shared
culture (see Table 7).

The homophily variable yielded the

least significan t result with a Beta of .006 and an F value
of .000 (p = .98).

The encoding variable yielded a Beta of
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Table 7
Research Question Five: Regression Sunnnary

Variable

Homophily

Beta

.006

F value

Significan ce

.000

.98

Encoding

-1.43

.95

.33

Decoding

1.52

3.61

.07

Connnunica tion
Competence

(insuffici ent tolerance)
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-1.43 and an F value of .95 (p = .33).

The decoding value

yielded a Beta of 1.52 and an F value of 3.61 (p = .07); an
F value of 4.23 (p = .OS) is needed to establish statistical
significance.

The communication competence variable could

not be analyzed at all due to insufficient tolerance.
Given that the data generated from the regression
analysis failed to establish statistical significance. the
researcher loaded all the variables into the regression
analysis and the results yielded a multiple R of .39 (R
square= .15) resulting in an F value of 1.3. (p = .29)
(see Table 8).
Table 8
Regression Summary for Combined Variables

Variable

Homophily,
Communication
Competence

Multiple R

.39

r square

.15

Significance

.29

An F value of 2.74 is needed to establish a significant R
value at a .05 alpha level.

Thus, when all communication

variables (communicatio n competence and homophily) were
analyzed collectively, the resulting predictor statistic
(multiple R) fell shy of being a statistically significant
predictor of the followers' shared culture.

Therefore, the

only predictor variable of the followers' degree of shared
culture, for which a statistically significant correlation
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was establishe d, is the followers' perception of the
decoding ability of the leader.
The correlatio nal tests employed in this study revealed
that all of the null hypotheses , with the exception of the
second hypothesis , were retained on the basis that the
correlatio n coefficien ts failed to establish statistica l
significan ce.

Aside from the second research question, all

of the research questions regarding the interrelat ionship
of the communica tion variables failed to produce statistica lly
significan t results.

As a result, several interestin g points

emerge concerning the nature of communica tion and transformational leadership .

The following chapter discusses the

conclusion s drawn from this data and the relationsh ip to
leadership theory and research.
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CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND DISCUSSION
Summary
The purpose of this study is to investig ate the
relation ship between the follower s' percepti ons of a
leader's communi cation competen ce and homophil y and the
degree to which the follower s share the cultural values
espoused by the leader.

A chief executiv e officer of a

national restaura nt chain was selected for this research
based on his transfor mationa l qualitie s describe d in
Chapter Three.

Thirty of 33 high ranking executiv es

responde d to the survey instrume nts, which provided the
data necessar y for determin ing the relation ship between
the variable s involved in this study.

Three question naires

were used, two of which (the Communi cator Competen ce
Question naire and the Homophi ly Scale) had been used in
several other studies with successf ul validity and reliabil ity
measures .

The research er develope d the shared culture

instrume nt through a process of interview s with both the
leader and a selected number of the follower s.

Content

validity for the shared cultural values question naire was
establis hed through an expert panel who reviewed the instrument.

Upon the completi on of the review, the research er

75
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implemente d the few recommend ations made by the panel.
These recommend ations primarily dealt with the phraseolog y
of items.

The panel considered the instrument to maintain

both content and construct validity.

The reliabilit y of

each questionn aire was establishe d through the reliabilit y
program of SPSS which analyzes internal consistenc y.
A review of literature provided the rationale for
generating four hypotheses and five research questions.
Each hypothesis refers to a question of correlatio n between
the dependent variable of shared culture and the independen t
variables of communica tion competence , encoding, decoding,
and homophily .

The first four research questions refer to

the correlatio n between the various communica tion variables
(encoding, decoding, communica tion competence , and homophily ).
The fifth research question is one of prediction regarding
the communica tion variables and shared culture.

Only one

statistica lly significan t correlatio n emerges from the
hypothese s.

The followers' perception s of the decoding

competence of the leader positively correlated with the
followers' degree of shared culture.

Thus, the decoding

perception s are the most significan t predictors of the
followers' degree of shared culture.

The encoding and

decoding factors are also highly correlated .

The conclusion s

and implicatio ns which emerge from the results of the data
analysis are discussed in subsequen t sections of this
chapter.
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Conclusions
Several conclusions can be advanced based on the
results of this research.

The first conclusion refers to

the reliability and validity of the instruments employed
in the study.

The Communicator Competence Questionnaire

and the Homophily Instrument again maintained their reliability in this study.

Moreover, the content or face

validity of these instruments is consistent with the
validity found in previous studies conducted by their
authors.

When comparing the information received from the

five random followers in the initial phone interviews
establishing the transformatio nal quality of the leader
with the information received by the communication competence
and homophily questionnaire s, the researcher concluded that
the two questionnaire s accurately reflected the followers'
general perception of the leader's communication competence
and homophily.
The shared cultural values questionnaire developed in
conjunction with the leader proved to be very reliable and
was well received.

Based on the review of the expert panel,

the questionnaire was a valid indicator of the degree to
which followers shared the cultural values espoused by the
leader.

Although an organization' s true culture manifests

itself through several means, the core of a culture clearly
revolves around the central values of that organization and
its leaders.

Therefore, such an instrument as the shared

cultural values questionnaire can be a very helpful tool
for both researchers and practitioners in establishing the
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degree of shared culture within an organizati on.

An

added feature of both the Communica tor Competence Questionnaire and the Homophily Scale was the simplicity with which
they could be administer ed and completed.

These two aspects

are extremely helpful in conducting research in the organizational context, particular ly at the executive level.
Aside from the qualitativ e approaches advanced to
study organizati onal culture, few if any quantitati ve methodologies have been developed in an attempt to study this
phenomenon .

Because culture is such an abstract and often

times intangible reality, researcher s in the past have
rarely attempted to reduce the concept of culture to a
tangible set of values and concepts worthy of quantified
measure.

Although the instrument developed in this study

is by no means the final answer to quantifyin g culture, it
does represent a step towards measuring the degree to which
followers share the values of their leader which ultimately
become the central core of some resultant culture.

At the

present time, it is probably accurate to state that culture
can not be measured, it can only be described.

Activities

can be documented , behaviors can be recognized , and values
can be determined , but we cannot measure an organizati on's
culture because in the purest sense of the word, a culture
is the amalgamati on of the assumption s and behaviors of
every person in the organizati on and the result of environmental impact and the past histories of the organizati on
and society.
The second conclusion which emerges from this research
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is that the followers perceived the leader to be a highly
competent communicator; however, the degree of perceived
homophily (similarity in terms of values, attitudes, background and appearance) by his followers is relatively low
to moderate.

In spite of these perceptions by the followers,

their degree of shared culture with the leader was very
congruent.

This high degree of shared culture also serves

to reinforce the fact that the leader in this study had
truly established a strong organizational culture, in terms
of both excellence and morality.

Although it cannot be

said conclusively, the leader in this study exemplified
his transformational ability by first articulating his
values, vision, and purpose, as evidenced in the questionnaire, and second, by establishing a high degree of
congruence among his followers, as evidenced by the results.
Such themes as morality, honesty, integrity, customer care
and motivation consistently appear throughout the questionnaire.

In such a competitive industry as food service, it

is rare to find individuals who are more concerned with
raising the morality and motivation of their followers than
raising the value of their stock in the market.
A third conclusion resulting from this research is
that communication competence and homophily failed to
establish a statistically significant correlation with the
followers' degree of shared culture.

When considering just

the low degree of homophily indicated by the followers, the
conclusion is easily understood; however, given that the
degree of shared culture was high among followers and their
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percepti ons of the leader's communi cation competen ce was
also high, the conclusi on becomes a bit more perplexi ng.
Although this research er still maintain s that communi cation
is an essentia l element of transfor mationa l leadersh ip, it
is evident that the communi cation variable s examined in
this study (encodin g and decoding ) failed to represen t the
central means by which leaders communi cate their values to
an organiza tion.
Although the results of this research are surely not
conclusi ve, they may reveal that leaders in large organizations must rely on other measures of communi cation than
encoding and decoding ability to induce cultural values
into their follower s.

Effectiv e encoding and decoding

skills are not sufficie nt in and of themselv es to create
a strong organiza tional culture.

The results of this

research do not suggest that communi cation competen ce and
homophi ly are unimpor tant to transfor mationa l leadersh ip,
but rather this study failed to establis h a statisti cally
signific ant correlat ion between communi cation competen ce,
homophi ly, and shared culture.

One cannot argue, based on

the results of this study, that the greater a leader's
communi cation competen ce and perceive d homophi ly, the
greater the likeliho od for his/her follower s to share the
espoused values of the leader.

Had the resultin g correlat ion

coeffici ents establis hed statisti cal signific ance, such a
conclusi on could have been consider ed.
As a result of the data analysis , a statisti cally
signific ant correlat ion did emerge from the second hypothe sis.
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A modest, but significant, correlation was identified
between the followers' perceptions of the leader's decoding
competence and the degree of the followers' shared culture.
Although the decoding variable yielded a modest correlation,
it was the only communication variable tested, independently
and collectively, which resulted in a statistically significant correlation.

This implies that a leader's sensitivity,

empathy, and listening behaviors can potentially impact the
degree to which followers share in the organizationa l value
system.

To be sure, correlational analysis does not determine

cause or effect.

However, in the context of this research,

the data analysis revealed that a leader's listening capacity
(decoding competence) is statistically correlated with the
followers' degree of shared culture with the leader.

If

transformatio nal leadership is truly meeting of mutual goals
and sincere care for the followers, then it logically follows
that the more competent a leader is in the process of
decoding, the greater the accuracy of information he/she
will receive from followers, and thus, the better the position
of the leader will be in to make decisions that reflect not
only his/her values but also the wants and needs of the
followers.
Most scholars of transformatio nal leadership would
argue that a leader must be knowledgeable and empathic of
his/her followers.

This knowledge and empathy are most

likely attained through the process of listening and follower
responsivenes s.

Therefore, elements of this decoding process

are likely to appear in the pragmatic application of
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transformational leadership.
The fourth conclusion emanating from this research
involves the relationship between encoding and decoding.
This correlation was found to be statistically significant,
indicating that both variables are closely related.

Monge

et al. (1981) argued that a communication competence
construct in an organizational context is likely to contain
only two factors, encoding and decoding, which should be
highly correlated.

These scholars advocated that communi-

cation competence is one construct, but contains two
correlational variables.

Their argument is predicated

upon the fact that encoding and decoding must be correlated
in order to assume that communication competence is one
behavioral construct.

If encoding and decoding were not

correlated, the communication competence construct would
have to be reexamined for its validity.

It is possible

that encoding and decoding are two separate competencies
independent of each other and therefore warrant independent
analysis.

But this research and that of other scholars

lends support to the view that encoding and decoding are
two parts of one construct labeled communication competence.
The homophily construct failed to establish a significant correlation among encoding, decoding, and communication
competence.

Although homophily between supervisor and

subordinate has been found to be a statistically significant
correlate to many other organizational variables (i.e.,
employee satisfaction, employee stability, productivity,
etc.), it appears that the construct may have limited impact
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in the realm of transformatio nal leadership.

Although,

from a psychological standpoint, perceived similarity is
an important determinant in the process of social bonding
(shared culture), there may be other factors of homophily
than appearance, value, background, and attitude that are
more relevant to the process of transformatio nal leadership
and shared organizationa l culture.

These more relevant

factors may be similar goals, similar levels of organizational commitment and passion, similar background assumptions, and other such variables.
Discussion
This study explores the relationship of a leader's
communication competence and the degree to which his
followers shared his espoused values which comprise the
organization 's culture.

The results of this study failed

to establish a statistically significant relationship
between the followers' shared culture and their perceptions
of the leader's communication competence and homophily.
The results of this research did reveal that decoding is
a statistically significant correlate and predictor of
the followers' shared culture relative to the other
communication variables examined (encoding, communication
competence, and homophily).

In light of these findings,

several interesting implications arise concerning the
nature of transformatio nal leadership and communication .
From Stogdill's (1974) study which identified 43 traits
of leaders, to Hersey and Blanchard's (1977) situational
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approach, traditiona l theories of leadership have
consisten tly stated that a leader's behavioral traits
(i.e., communica tion skills, considerat ion, initiating
structure, flexibilit y, etc.) are directly related to
his/her success as a leader.

With the onset of alternativ e

views such as Burns (1978), Bennis (1985), Schein (1985),
and Peters and Austin (1986), traditiona l views of leadership have come under serious question.

As Rost (1985b)

suggested, "These are sure signs that something significan t
is in the wind, that a whole new paradigm is emerging
giving a new definition to the concept of leadership "
(p. 3).

Although many qualitativ e and historical scholars

of leadership have voiced support for the notion that
transforma tional leadership is much more complex than just
a set of behavioral traits, they continue to advocate that
particular conditions and higher character istics, such as
morality, motivation , passion, etc., are necessary for the
leaders in the process of transforma tion.

The fact remains

that the scholars of transforma tional leadership are simply
introducin g a new set of traits and conditions believed to
make up the construct of leadership .

The evolving view of

transforma tional leadership is, perhaps, that some traits
are necessary in the process of leading, but the traits
that Burns, Peters and Austin, Bennis, and Schein cite
(morality, motivation , educate by example, passion, vision,
etc.) are much more abstract and intangible than those
that were typically researched in the 1950s and 1960s.
Many of the early studies on leadership attempted to
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isolate the characteristics of people, distinguishing
leaders from nonleaders.

Nearly every trait and behavior,

from weight to activity, has been examined, but the results
have been equivocal.

The initial belief that leaders

shared common characteristics across situations has not
been borne out (McCall, 1983).

In his extensive review,

Stogdill (1974) failed to reveal any conclusive traits
common to all leaders.

Although several characteristics

were identified, Stogdill maintained that the characteristics
found were only associated with some aspect of leadership.
Stogdill characterized leaders as having:
a strong drive for responsibility and task completion,
vigor and persistence in pursuit of goals, venturesomeness and originality in problem solving, drive to
exercise initiative in social situations, selfconfidence and sense of personal identity, willingness
to accept consequences of decision and action, readiness
to absorb interpersonal stress, willingness to tolerate
frustration and delay, ability to influence other
persons' behavior, and capacity to structure social
interaction systems to the purpose at hand.

(p. 81)

A careful reading of these traits reveals that the consideration of the followers' morality and motivation as well as
their overall well being is totally neglected.

For all due

purposes, an individual such as Hitler would be considered
a leader according to these various traits.
Perhaps the most devastating flaw in the early studies
of leadership is the confusion between leadership and
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management.

As Bass (1981) contends, there can be no new

theory of leadership until scholars understand the difference
between management and leadership.

When considering the

traits identified by Stogdill (1974), it is nearly impossible
to differentiate between management and leadership characteristics.

Within the new evolving view of transformational

leadership there lie traits and principles that transcend the
behavioral and personality characteristics of early definitions.

This new evolving view is creating an understanding

of leadership distinctly different from the concept of
managem~nt.

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the new

set of traits emerging is much more philosophical, intangible,
and even spiritual than those identified in earlier studies.
As Burns (1978) advocated, transformational leaders are
concerned with mutual goal attainment between leader and
follower, not just personal goal attainment as described
by Stogdill (1974).

Leaders exercise influence, not

authority--they compete for followers, rather than have the
followers assigned to them (Burns, 1978).

Leaders have

vision and purpose to elevate their followers to higher levels
of morality and motivation, not to simply meet organizational
objectives (Rost, 1985b).

Leaders persistently communicate

their vision to establish unity and common purpose resulting
in a strong organizational culture (Peters & Austin, 1985;
Schein, 1985).

Above all, leaders transform their own

wants and needs and those of their followers to higher
levels of ethical aspirations and conduct (Rost, 1985b).
This transformational process is achieved through constant
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education, particular ly education by example, not
prescripti on.

Although there are many difference s between

leadership and managemen t, the distinguis hing factor with
leadership is the inherent concern for the followers.

It

is this very theme that leads this researcher to maintain
that effective listening (decoding) practices on the part
of the leader are an essential element in not only
determinin g the wants and needs of the followers, but also
in meeting them.
With the exception of the decoding element, the
variables examined in this study (communic ation competence
and homophily) appear to fall into the more traditiona l
category stemming from the human relations movement of the
1930s and the updating of that same movement in the 1960s
and the 1970s.

The results of this study, therefore, lend

credence to the new view of leadership that the human
relations traits are not what is important to transformi ng
leadership but the higher level, follower oriented, traits
may be.
In terms of communica tion, this researcher still
maintains that communica tion competence and homophily are
necessary to transforma tional leadership , but the factors
that make up these two communica tion constructs are likely
inappropr iate.

As stated earlier, homophily or perceived

similarity is necessary to any form of social bonding such
as shared culture, but not necessaril y in the form of
appearance , background , values, and attitudes.

Furthermo re,

communica tion competence is also necessary for leaders, but
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perhaps more of a focus needs to be put on the decoding
factor or follower responsivenes s.

For example, in a

recent study, Redmond (1985) found that the relationship
between perceived communication competence and perceived
empathy yielded a correlation coefficient of .98, indicating
that communication competence is nearly synonymous with
perceived empathy.

Similar studies (Smith & Hellweg, 1985)

also suggest that the traditional view of communication
competence (eloquent, articulate, dynamic, etc.) is being
replaced by a view that emphasizes empathy and sensitivity
(decoding) and deemphasizes dynamism and elocution (encoding).
For even in the midst of receiving messages (decoding), a
message is being sent; in other words, someone may say that
he/she cares, but it is the person who shows it that is more
effectively communicating .
Although this research failed to establish what traits
are necessary for leaders to have, it should encourage
further research into the skills and traits necessary for
leaders to be effective at transforming organizationa l
cultures.

Aside from examining the relationship between

communication competence and shared culture, the intent of
this research is to encourage scholars of leadership to begin
investigating a new set of traits or skills that more
accurately reflect what transforming leaders need to shape
an organizationa l culture.
Most modern leadership theorists contradict themselves
by decrying trait theories of leadership while at the same
time producing a new list of traits that they believe are
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necessary for transformatio nal leaders.

In the opinion of

this researcher, they would better serve the emerging
theories of leadership by openly admitting that they are
suggesting a whole new set of traits or skills for transforming leaders.

In that way they could reject the old

theories because of the traits selected but at the same
time they would honestly admit that what they are, in part,
doing is developing a new set of traits to incorporate
into transformatio nal leadership theory.
To develop a list of skills and traits seems intuitively
necessary if transformatio nal leadership theory is going
to serve practicing leaders as well as those aspiring to
practice leadership.

In order for the theory and practice

of leadership to be continually advanced, tangible concepts
must be researched to allow for the construction of theories
that are both understandabl e intellectuall y and attainable
behaviorally.

Moreover, given that training has traditionally

echoed theory, it is of particular importance to both
researcher and practitioner that leadership theory accurately
state the traits and skills necessary for transformatio nal
leadership.
Although it may be more intellectuall y pure to glorify
such concepts as transformatio nal leadership by not
developing any practical theories that leaders could use,
it is not really intellectuall y fruitful or very helpful.
If Lewin (1951) is right in stating that "there is nothing
more practical than a good theory," there must be more to
a theory than just an interrelated set of concepts.

This
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is not to say that all science and theory must be practical,
for surely that is not the case.

However, if the intent

of generating leadership theory is to benefit society in
any particular context--which this researcher believes it
is--then leadership theorists must always keep the practicing
leader in mind, for the ultimate purpose of any inquiry is
to benefit humanity by having an impact on the quality of
our lives.

If transformational leadership is educating by

example, promoting value, vision, and purpose, raising the
morals and motivation of followers, attaining mutual goals,
and creating a strong organizatio?al culture, then let us
not be ashamed to say it.

Anyone astute to the system of

language is surely aware that inherent in the exchange of
language is diminished meaning, distorted reality, and even
squelshed glory.

Scholars must keep in mind that trans-

formational leadership is not only glorious, it is greatly
needed in today's society and organizations.

As conscien-

tious educators and scholars, let us not quarantine the
truth of leadership by secretly guarding the concept by
strategic, intellectual rhetoric.

We must realize· that

more damage is caused by keeping transformational leadership an intellectual philosophy than by reducing it to a
common set of traits, behaviors, or skills that practicing
leaders can use to be more effective in transforming organizations and ultimately society.
Strengths and Weaknesses
Constraints common to all quantitative and qualitative
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survey research certainly apply to this study.

In all

qualitative survey research, complex and abstract phenomena
such as culture, communication competence, and homophily
become reduced to a series of items on a questionnaire .

In

qualitative research which was employed to construct the
shared cultural value questionnaire , the information-- the
cultural descriptors--w as isolated to the language and
phraseology of the leader.

Therefore, the issues of validity

and generalizabi lity are always pressing ones.
Quantitative studies, on the other hand, are often
misleading to the readers if they are unaware of the
analysis used in determining the results.

For example, in

this study, it is easy to assume that communication competence
and homophily are not salient variables in the manifestation
of transformatio nal leadership and shared culture.
however, is not indicated by this study at all.

This,

Rather, in

this research design communication competence and homophily
do not individually or simultaneousl y correlate with the
followers' shared culture.

Correlational studies such as

this should serve as only exploratory investigation s into
hypothesized relationships never before studied.

Corre-

lational studies should never be interpreted as conclusive
evidence of what is important or not, and particularly,
what variable causes some effect.
A serious concern in this study revolves around the
choice of the person studied and whether or not he is a
transformatio nal leader.

This is a concern because this

is a study of transformatio nal leadership and if the CEO
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is not a transformi ng leader, the research is useless as
a study of such leadership .

Since it would have taken a

complete study in and of itself to precisely determine the
transforma tional quality of this leader, the researcher
had to make some decisions on whether the CEO was a transforming leader on the basis of the background knowledge
the researcher obtained concerning the CEO's leadership ,
the reputation the CEO has as a leader among other executives
in Southern California , and the informatio n collected by
interviewi ng both the leader and selected followers.
Although any subjective (qualitati ve) inquiry may appear
to be the antithesis of objective (quantitat ive) inquiry,
it is often the integratio n of the two approaches that
yields the richest data.

In achieving that kind of

integratio n in this study, the researcher is confident
that not only did he select a real transformi ng leader but
that he researched the relationsh ip between transforma tional
leadership and communica tion competence and homophily in
the shaping of an organizati on's culture.
Although 30 out of a possible 33 responded to the
survey, the sample may still be considered relatively small.
With this sample size, it is impossible to achieve a
randomized sample.

Furthermo re, given that the sample

consisted of high ranking executives , there is a considerab le
degree of homogenie ty likely among the sample, thus
affecting the results in terms of variation and deviation
of responses.

This, in part, could have accounted for the

insignific ant correlatio ns between the communica tion
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variables and shared culture.

Generally speaking, the

greater the variance in responses, the more likely a
correlatio n will result, either positively or negatively ,
if any relationsh ip between variables will result at all.
Although several conditions may have accounted for the
statistica lly insignific ant correlatio ns, the validity of
the shared cultural values questionna ire must be subjected
again to careful examinatio n.

As acknowledg ed by the

expert panel, the instrument did maintain face validity;
however, it may have discrimina tory weakness in differentiating between high and low levels of shared cultural
values.

Therefore, without discrimina tory power, the

resulting data may fail to significan tly correlate with
any independen t variable.
In addition, the generaliz ability of the results
remains questionab le given that the study includes only
one organizati on and its leader.

However, because the

research was conducted in an ongoing organizati on, the
results are more generaliza ble to actual organizati ons
than are laboratory results.
·Another important aspect of this study is the characteristics of the organizati on and respondent s from which
the data were gathered.

Because the organizati on in this

study chose to remain anonymous, specific descriptio ns of
the leader and followers are unfortuna tely not possible.
Goldhaber, Yates, Porter, and Lesniak (1978) maintained
that a more detailed explanatio n of the organizati on under
study in terms of such things as structure, internal
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properties , demograph ics of employees, and relationsh ips
to the environmen t will produce better descriptio ns of the
context wherein communica tion and leadership variables are
studied.

For example, this study was limited to only a

single organizati on that differed in unspecifie d ways from
other organizati ons.

In order to fully understand an

organizat ion's culture and leaders, there is a need to
specify the defining attributes of the organizati onal
setting within which communica tion and leadership is being
studied.
Each of these limitation s warrants serious attention
on the part of the researcher .

However, organizati ons

should also aid researcher s in their attempt to understand
and ultimately impact organizati ons for the common good.
In order for researcher s to receive needed support and
cooperatio n from organizati ons, applied research must be
emphasized .

As Goldhaber et al. (1978) contended:

Organizati ons are unlikely to contribute their
resources to research if the results of research are
irrelevant to the solution of their problems.

In

applied research, the quality of applicatio n is just
as important as the quality of research, and a concern
for developing practical solutions for the problems
faced by organizati ons must become a central focus in
the study of organizati onal communica tion.

(p. 93)

The major strength of this study lies in its bold
attempt in researchin g from a quantitati ve perspectiv e two
concepts that have traditiona lly been confined to the
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qualitative realm of research:

leader connnunication and

shared organizational culture.

With the pervasive in-

fluence of the transformational leadership model and the
popularity of a cultural understanding of leadership and
organizations, the need for quality research in these areas
continues to intensify.

Not only has this need intensified

in academic circles, but practitioners in the organizations
continue to voice their desire for more knowledge concerning
these two variables.

The demand (thirst) for understanding

transforming leadership makes sense when considering that
the literature on organizational culture reveals that
effective and productive organizations maintain a sense
of shared values which collectively propel such organizations to their desired ends.
Harrison (1984) maintained that transformational
leaders align the values of their followers with the higher
order values of the organization.

If this view is accurate,

both practitioners and researchers alike should be interested
in determining the degree of alignment among organizational
members.

As a result, this study represents a revolutionary

approach in determining not only what the organizational
values are but also by proposing a method to measure the
degree of alignment of these values.

With such abstract

concepts as transformational leadership and organizational
culture, the methodological tendency is to approach these
areas from a qualitative or ethnographic perspective.
approaches are clearly superior when contrasted with
quantitative approaches; however, they are not superior
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when contrasted with a multiple method approach.

As Siehl

and Martin (1983) contended, multiple methods greatly
enrich the credibility of research results, or as Porter
and Roberts (1976) advocated, multiple methods greatly
increase the validity and generalizabi lity of the research
findings.

The results of this study suggest that a quan-

titative approach should be coupled with qualitative methods
to create a more workable and effectivemul tiple approach
to understanding transformatio nal leadership and organizational culture.

This issue of methodology becomes a

critical concern, because as Redding (1979) argued, the
efficacy of any type of organizationa l theory, be it
leadership or communication , is based upon researcher
advocacy:
There are a number of acceptable "styles of inquiry."
Each is based upon an interlocking set of
philosophical assumptions, and so long as the
researcher can rationally explicate these assumptions
and their entailments, he or she can defend research
carried out which is congruent with any one of these
styles.

(p. 315)

An additional strength, which is also related to
methodology, is the fact that the followers' perceptions
of the leader were a central element in the analysis of
this study.

Sigman et al. (1984) stated that the majority

of leadership studies have neglected the examination and
consideration of the followers' perceptions of their
leader.

Although perceptions may be problematic when
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analyzing some variables, they tend to be accurate indicators of communica tion ability in that communica tion is
significan tly receiver based.

Moreover, the only accurate

judge of one's communica tive ability is the individual
being communica ted with.

The followers' perception s are

not only important for the researcher to recognize, they
are also imperative for the leader to consider.

In explaining

the importance of followers, Hollander (1984) stated that:
The process called leadership very much depends upon
the relationsh ip between leader and followers.

The

leader is central to that process, and he or she is
usually seen as the source of favorable or unfavorabl e
features of the relationsh ip and the results produced.
But followers are not merely passive or inert, as the
traditiona l view would have it.

Leadership requires

responsive ness, cooperatio n, and a distributi on of
labor.

This fact necessitat es a more active role for

followers- -"a piece of the action" in the vernacula r-and its absence may be the basis for the current crisis
in leadership .

(p. 31)

The followers examined in this study consisted of individual s
in positions of close proximity and high interactio n with
the leader, which enabled them to accurately and critically
evaluate the communica tion competence and homophily of their
leader.

Often times the temptation to achieve a large

sample results in surveying people who are not qualified
for one reason or another to respond to the issues under
investigat ion.
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A common concern in the organizationa l communication
and culture fields is the paucity of reliable measurement
indices (Edwards & Monge, 1977).

Hence, the Communication

Competence Questionnaire should be a welcomed instrument
given the continued high reliability achieved by the
instrument.

This researcher would, however, encourage the

continued independent analysis of the encoding and decoding
factors, given that the decoding measure appears to be
emerging as a complete construct in and of itself.

The

Homophily Scale, on the other hand, warrants further
scrutiny for its moderate reliability results.

As stated

earlier, the homophily construct may be a valid construct
for understanding leadership; however, further research
must be conducted to determine the most relevant factors
that relate to transforming leaders shaping a shared
organizationa l culture.

The newly developed shared cultural

values questionnaire , which achieved the highest reliability
among these instruments, merits further investigation as
it has considerable promise as a new instrument for
effectively measuring shared culture.
Consideration s for Future Research
This present study introduces an alternative approach
to the study of shared culture and leader communication .
Many new ideas emerged from this study that warrant future
research.

Future investigation s in these areas may look

at other mediums for communicating values.

These mediums

may be symbolic language, rituals, heroic action, norms,
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storytelling, and the reward/reprimand structure of the
organization.

Although the respondents in this study did

show a high degree of shared culture, they reported little
agreement on the perceived homophily with their leader and
moderate agreement on the communication competence of their
leader.

Such levels of agreement may be due in part to

the fact that the leader may have been competent and
homophilous in areas other than the factors explored in
this study.

If such a point is accurate, this could also

account for the low correlations achieved in this study.
The data indicate that the values espoused by the leader
definitely permeated the group of followers and impacted
on their behavior.

Therefore, the message was communicated,

but the communicated message was not primarily related to
the communication competence and homophily of the leader.
The results of this study should also prompt researchers
to investigate further the notion of shared leadership,
rather than the leadership exercised by one individual.
Such a notion could also have accounted for the results of
this study.

It would be interesting to explore the

communication competence

of a number of individuals known

to exercise transformational leadership with the assumption
being that true transformational leaders distribute and
delegate particular tasks and functions to others to share
in the transformational process.

Shared leadership may

also account for the fact that some transformational leaders
appear to lack some particular trait or competence.

In

actuality, they may have simply allowed other leaders to
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exercise their skills and thus share in the leadership
process.
One specific dimension which warrants future investigation is the decoding skills or listening and responsivenes s
of the leader.

Although the correlation between decoding

competence of the leader and the degree of shared culture
by the followers is a modest one, it is the only correlation
generated by the hypotheses which proved to be statistically
significant.

Based on Redmond's (1985) research and now

this study, aspects of decoding such as listening, responsiveness, and empathy appear to be conceptually significant
in our attempt to understand transformatio nal leadership.
A final consideration for future research involves the
continued use of the shared cultural values instrument and
its method of development.

This researcher does not recommend

that the instrument be used independently , but rather used
as a subsequent instrument for validating qualitative data.
This researcher would also recommend that this study be
replicated at the management level to determine if communication competence and homophily are distinguishin g factors
between leadership and management.

As noted in the

literature review, the majority of organizationa l communication studies have focused on supervisors, managers, and
positional leaders, not necessarily transformatio nal leaders.
As a result, the high correlations found in these studies
could have been due in part to the fact that the individuals
studied were actually managers and not leaders at all.
Given the emerging conceptualiza tions of organizationa l
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culture and transformatio nal leadership, future researchers
need to continually focus on refining these concepts and
ultimately begin to explore the causal elements of an
organization 's culture and the transformatio nal elements
of leadership.
In conclusion, transformatio nal leadership should be
continuously studied in the realm of organizationa l culture.
Researchers and scholars alike need to continually research,
discover, and develop leadership skills and traits necessary
for transforming followers by shaping organizationa l cultures.
As Edgar Schein (1985) concluded:
A dynamic analysis of organizationa l culture makes it
clear that leadership is intertwined with culture
formation, evolution, transformatio n, and destruction.
Culture is created in the first instance by the actions
of leaders; culture also is embedded and strengthened
by leaders.

When culture becomes dysfunctional ,

leadership is needed to help the group unlearn some
of its cultural assumptions and learn new assumptions.
Such transformatio ns require what amounts to conscious
and deliberate destruction of cultural elements, and
it is this aspect of cultural dynamics that makes
leadership important and difficult to define.

In fact,

the endless discussion of what leadership is and is
not could, perhaps, be simplified if we recognized that
the unique and essential function of leadership is the
manipulation of culture.

(pp. 316-317)
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Final Comments
There is increasing consensus that leaders are not
born, they are taught.

As researcher s and educators of

transforma tional leadership , it is time we become aggressive
in our attempts to discover the tangible elements contained
in the process of transforma tion.

We cannot continue to

advocate that leadership is a learned phenomenon while
simultaneo usly disguising and guarding the concepts that
underlie this phenomenon .

Explorator y research such as

this study should be continuous ly carried out in hopes of
discoverin g, either by chance or eliminatio n, the critical
components that make up the construct of transforma tional
leadership .

Furthermo re, if leaders are creators and shapers

of organizati onal culture as Schein (1985) suggests, further
investigat ion into this concept is also warranted for those
of us involved in the process of leadership training.

For

one cannot be taught to drive a car without first understanding the various operationa l functions of the car--just
as one cannot be taught to lead followers without first
understand ingthe cultural values of the followers.
Leadership and culture are complex phenomena; we will
never come to understand the complexity of these phenomena,
let alone transfer the understand ing, until we begin
descriptiv ely identifyin g the concepts comprised in each.
If the result is a simplified theory of traits and concepts,
so be it.

For let it never be said that the crisis facing

leadership today is our unwillingn ess to explore and describe
the sometimes infamous features of transform ational
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leadership and organizational culture.
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APPENDIX A
SHARED CULTURAL VALUES QUESTIONNAIRE
The following is a list of quotes, concepts, values, and
goals that may or may not be evident at your company. Please
rate the degree to which your beliefs and/or behaviors at
your company reflect each item. I am attempting to determine
the degree to which these items are commonly shared and
practiced at your company. Your responses are strictly
confident ial.
7 = behaviors and/or beliefs are strongly reflective
1 = behaviors and/or beliefs are not at all reflective
(please circle appropriat e number)
1.

If it's worth doing, it's worth doing well.
1

2.

5

6

7

2 .3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

Don't ask people what you are unwilling to do.

1
5.

4

Practice what you preach.
1

4.

3

Treat others as you would like to be treated.
1

3.

2

2

3

4

5

6

7

Our company is working toward becoming the Nordstrom 's
of fast food.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6.

Business is a system--th e input is reflective of the
output.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

7.

To be successfu l, work should be your life.

1
8.

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

6

7

Work should be a good time.

1
10.

3

Always do your very best.

1
9.

2

2

3

4

5

The best way to lead is by example.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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11.

Involvemen t leads to success.

1
12.

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

6

7

Work should not be your god.

1

18.

7

Consider every option before making a decision,

1
17,

6

Bottomline is more important than morals and ethics.

1
16.

5

Consistenc y is necessary for success.

1
15.

4

Quality and Service are the fundamenta l goals.

1
14.

3

Always be concerned with the individual .

1
13.

2

2

3

4

5

Balance in life is necessary for success.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

19.

When in question, always do what is morally and ethically
right.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

20.

Integrity is of utmost importance in business.

1
21.

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

Satisfy yourself before the customer.

1
24.

4

Always service the guest.
1

23,

3

Admitting mistakes is healthy.

1
22.

2

2

3

4

5

6

7

6

7

Profession alism is essential.

1

2

3

4

5
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25.

Friendliness is a key to success.

1
26.

3

4

5

6

7

Work should be your second family.

1
27.

2

2

3

4

5

6

7

One success equals some other failure.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

28.

Work relationships and friendships should be somewhat
separate.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

29.

Differences are healthy.

1
30.

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

Without a clear goal, neither people nor the company
will get very far.

1
35.

6

This company is not a democratic society: only the
central players should be the decision makers.

1
34.

5

Education and learning are cornerstones for this
company's employees.

1
33.

4

Change is the life blood of an organization.

1
32.

3

You must like what you are doing in order to do it well.

1
31.

2

2

3

4

5

6

7

Work life and family/social life should remain separate.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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APPENDIX B
COMMUNICATOR COMPETENCE QUESTIONNAIRE
In this series of questions, I would like you to describe
how your CEO communicates. Think about his behavior in
general, rather than about specific situations.
In responding to the statements below, please use the
following scale:
YES! = very strong agreement
NO! = very strong disagreement
YES = sgrong agreement
NO = strong disagreement
yes = mild agreement
no = mild disagreement
? = neutral feelings or don't know

1.

The CEO has a good command of the language.
YES!
YES
yes
?
no
NO

NO!

2.

The CEO is sensitive to others' needs of the moment.
YES!
YES
yes
?
no
NO
NO!

3.

The CEO typically gets right to the point.
YES!
YES
yes
?
no

NO

NO!

4.

The CEO pays attention to what other people say to him.
YES!
YES
yes
?
no
NO
NO!

5.

The CEO can deal with others effectively.
YES!
YES
yes
?
no

NO

NO!

The CEO is a good listener.
YES!
YES
yes

NO

NO!

The CEO's writing is difficult to understand.
YES!
YES
yes
?
no
NO

NO!

The CEO expresses his ideas clearly.
YES!
YES
yes
?
no

NO!

6.
7.

8.
9.

?

no

NO

The CEO is difficult to understand when he speaks.
YES!
YES
yes
?
no
NO
NO!

10.

The CEO generally says the right thing at the right time.
YES!
YES
yes
?
no
NO
NO!

11.

The CEO is easy to talk to.
YES!
YES
yes

12.

?

no

NO

NO!

The CEO usually responds to messages (memos, phone
calls, reports, etc.) quickly.
YES!
YES
yes
?
no
NO
NO!
Thank you for your response
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APPENDIX C
HOMOPHILY SCALE
The following items concern your perception of the CEO in
this study. Your responses will remain anonymous; the CEO
will not see your responses to these items. Place an X on
the appropriat e position for each scale item.
Economic situation
Economic situdifferent from mine _._: __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ ation like mine
__ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ Morals like mine
Looks different
Looks similar to me __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ from me
Status different
__ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ from mine
Status like mine

Morals unlike mine

Doesn't resemble me __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ Resembles me
Doesn't share
__ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ my values
Shares my values
Similar to me
Treats people
like I do
Behaves like me
Different size
than I am
Doesn't think
like me
Sexual attitudes
unlike mine

.
.
.
.
.
.
- - .-- .- - .- - .- - .-- .-- Different from me
Doesn't treat
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
-- -- -- - - - - - - -- people like I do
Doesn't behave
.
. .. .. .. ..
.
.
-- -- -- -- -- - - -- like me
.
. . .
-- .-- -- .- - .-- ..- - ..-.
.
.
.
.
.
-- .-- .-- .- - .- - .- - .-.
.
.
.
.
-- .-- .- - .- - .-- .-- ..-.
.
.
.
.
.
-- . - - .- - . -- . - - .- - .- -

Unlike me
Background different
.
. . . . .
from mine
-- .- - .-- .-- .-- .-- .- Appearance
. . . .
like mine
-- .-- .- - . -- .-- ..-- ..--

Same size as I am
Thinks like me
Sexual attitudes
like mine
Like me
Background similar to mine
Appearance
unlike mine
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APPENDIX D
COVER LETTER

Enclosed you will find three brief questionnaire s
regarding your thoughts on your company and your CEO.
Your CEO was kind enough to allow me to interview
him as well as allow me to conduct this study for the
final phase of my doctoral dissertation at the
University of San Diego.
Given that there are only 33 of you participating in
this study, it is critical for me to receive all of
your responses. The three questionnaire s should not
take any longer than 7-10 minutes. I realize your
time is precious, and therefore I have made these
questionnaire s as brief as possible.
I am attempting to assess the correlation between the
perceived communication competence of a CEO and the
degree to which individuals agree or adhere to various
values of the organization. You should be assured
that all responses are strictly confidential. All
responses will be anonymous and reported only in
aggregate form. Please return the completed questionnaires to me in the enclosed, self-addresse d envelope
at your earliest convenience.
I will send you a brief copy of the results upon
completion. Again, I wish to thank you for your time
and concern. I hope you realize the degree to which
your participation helps me in this important step
of my education.
If you have any questions regarding the questionnaire s
or the study itself, please feel free to contact me
at 295-7879.
Sincerely,

Anthony F. Smith
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